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1 Executive Summary 
A Fire and Life Safety Analysis of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center (BEPC) 
located on the Cal Poly campus is performed.  Prescriptive and Performance Based 
approaches are used to evaluate the BEPC for compliance with the current fire and 
building code requirements. 
The fire protection systems and features of the BEPC analyzed include the following: 
 Egress Systems 
 Fire Detection, Alarm, and Communications Systems 
 Fire Suppression Systems 
 Structural Fire Protection Systems 
Prescriptive analyses are performed to determine if the as-built design meets the 
requirements of the code.  Performance-Based analyses are performed to provide 
insight to the prescriptive design utilized in the BEPC. 
Recommendations are provided for improvements to the fire and life safety of the 
BEPC. 
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2 Project Scope 
This report is intended to be a comprehensive fire and life safety analysis for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center 
(BEPC) located at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.   
Applicable Codes 
The BEPC was designed and built to meet the following applicable codes and standards: 
 Americans with Disabilities Act 
 California Code of Regulations (CCR) , Including Titles 19 & 24 
 California Building Code, 2001 (As amended and included in CCR Title 24) 
 
Because this report is an academic exercise, the building won’t be reviewed for compliance solely to the codes of record 
but will be analyzed using prescriptive and performance based analysis methods described by additional, more recent codes 
and standards.  Throughout the courses of the Cal Poly Fire Protection Engineering Program, the International Building code 
has been used, however the California Building Code will be used in this report to more accurately represent the 
requirements of the BEPC.  The following codes will be applied in this report: 
 California Building Code, 2010 
 NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2009 
 NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2010 
 NFPA 13, Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 2010 
 
Stakeholders 
This report is intended to consider the objectives those persons/organizations who are stakeholders in the fire and life 
safety of the BEPC.  Consideration has been made and necessary objectives established for the following: 
 California State University Facilities 
 California State Fire Marshall, Insurance Provider 
 CPSU Faculty and Students 
 CPSU Building Operations and Maintenance 
 San Luis Obispo County Fire and Police Departments 
 California State University Risk Management 
 
Prescriptive Analysis 
The first part of the BEPC fire and life safety analysis will be a review of the building’s compliance to the prescriptive code 
requirements.  This includes using traditional approaches that are specification-based, and strict in their requirements.  
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Equivalency evaluations can be performed for conditions that do not meet the code requirements, but any deviation from 
the code needs to be thoroughly evaluated and approved by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.  The prescriptive analysis of 
the BEPC can be found in Section 4 of this report. 
Performance Based Analysis 
In addition to the prescriptive analysis, the BEPC will be evaluated to meet specified design objectives and performance 
criteria in a performance based analysis. Fire Scenarios were selected based on the objectives of the stakeholders and 
requirements of the codes applicable to the BEPC. The selected scenarios are intended to represent the most threatening 
fires that could reasonably occur in the BEPC.  Because the building largely meets the prescriptive requirements, these 
scenarios are simply an exercise in performance based methodologies and are not intended to meet the performance-
based requirements outlined in Chapter 5 of NFPA 101.  
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3 Building Description 
Building Site 
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center (BEPC) is located on the California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo 
campus.  The BEPC is located in the north-western portion of the 155 acre campus core.  The building can be accessed by 
emergency responders via Highland Drive or California Blvd including the San Luis City Fire Department.   
 
Figure 1 - BEPC location on Cal Poly campus and building access 
Background 
The building was completed in 2007 and was named after Paul R. Bonderson, Jr who donated the $8 million required to 
cover construction costs.  The BEPC features Post-Modern architecture and anchors the south side of the Engineering Plaza 
which also includes the Engineering IV building and Advanced Technologies Lab.  The following is a summary of the 
organizations that were involved in the design and construction of the BEPC: 
 Architect – John Trautmann Architects 
 General Contractor – Maino Construction 
 Fire Alarm Contractor – Alpha Fire 
 Fire Sprinkler Contractor – S&M Fire Protection, Inc 
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Primary Characteristics 
The primary building characteristics are as follows: 
 2 levels in height 
 18,575 ft2 of enclosed space 
 Concrete and steel frame construction 
 Full building wet-pipe sprinkler system 
 Full building smoke detection 
 Mixed use with fire rated separation 
 8000 ft2 partially covered work area 
 
The BEPC includes a variety of labs designated for the study and development of robotics, device controls, electronics repair, 
computer networking, and telecommunications.  The building also includes a chemistry lab, machine shop, woodworking 
shop, and computer labs.  These spaces are all intended to support student development and fabrication of engineering 
projects. 
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4 Prescriptive Analysis 
4.1 Egress System 
4.1.1 System Overview 
The primary features of the egress system at the BEPC include a primary corridor on each level. Both levels of the corridor 
are connected through a large vertical opening in the lobby area of the BEPC.  Although this corridor is a primary means of 
egress, it is not a rated exit corridor which is required in some buildings.  Lockers are located within the ground level corridor.  
The metal construction of the lockers reduces the potential for a large fire to develop from any combustible contents 
contained inside.  The corridor on the second level has two vertical exits and the ground level corridor has three exits that 
discharge to the public way. 
The two stairs that connect the second level to the ground level are located on the east and west sides of the BEPC. Stair 1 
is an interior stair located on the western end of the building that leads occupants through the open lobby to the corridor 
on the ground level.  Stair 2 is an exterior stair that leads occupants out and away from the building and discharges near 
the parking lot to the east. 
Several rooms on the ground level, including the machine and woodworking shops, have doors that open to the partially 
covered enclosed work area on the south and east sides of the BEPC.  There are three exits from the covered work area to 
the public way. 
4.1.2 Occupancy Classification and Loading Factors 
The BEPC is a Multiple Occupancy building with Assembly, Business, Industrial, and Laboratory use spaces as defined by 
Chapter 6 of NFPA 101, 2009. The Industrial Use spaces include the machine and woodworking shops, the dedicated project, 
project integration, and covered work areas on the ground level. The Business Use space on the ground level includes the 
facility’s office used for shop management and tool checkout. The second level contains laboratory and vocational use 
spaces including chemistry, electronics repair, and device control labs.  There are also a few small Storage use spaces for 
custodial and building support uses on both levels. 
The portion of the building identified as Assembly Use is Room 104 on the first level. Although Room 104 is a multi-purpose 
room and is not usually used for Assembly purposes, the worst case occupant load is assumed in this analysis.  Room 104 is 
commonly used for society and club meetings, industry information sessions and public presentation of student work. This 
room has the highest occupant load in the BEPC. 
Utilizing Table 7.3.1.2 of NFPA 101, the expected occupant load for each of the spaces in the BEPC can be determined.  The 
Loading Factors specific to the BEPC have been summarized in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1 - Occupancy Classification and Loading Factors per NFPA 101 
2009 LSC Occupancy Classification 2009 LSC Load Factor (ft2/Pers) 
Business Use 100 gross 
Industrial Use – General Industrial Occupancy 100 gross 
Assembly Use – Less concentrated use, without fixed seating 15 net 
Educational Use – Shops, laboratories, vocational rooms 50 net 
Storage Use – Ordinary Hazard Contents 500 gross 
 
A detailed summary of the occupant loading for each normally occupied space in the BEPC is summarized in Attachment B-
1.  The occupant load is calculated using the following formula: 
Room Occupant Load =  
Room Area [𝑓𝑡2]
Load Factor [𝑓𝑡2 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠⁄ ]
 
4.1.3 Occupant Load and Exit Capacity 
Although Room 104 has the highest occupant load, a significant portion for the ground level comes from the large partially-
covered work area outside of the building simply due to its large size of over 8000 ft2.  Exit loading was performed based 
on distributing occupants through available means of egress in equal fractions.  Details of the estimated egress flow are 
graphically represented in Attachment B-2.  The occupant loading of the egress system of the BEPC is summarized in Table 
2.  It should be noted that the exit occupant load includes total load from both levels of the BEPC. 
The BEPC meets the requirements of Section 7.4.1.1 of NFPA 101 where it requires that the number of means of egress 
from any level of a building must not be less than two by providing two vertical exits and multiple exit discharges at either 
end of the corridor on the ground level.  These exits are separated by the full width of the building providing sufficient 
remoteness as required by Section 7.5.1.3.   
The capacity of each exit can be determined using Capacity Factors provided in Table 7.3.3.1 of NFPA 101. Utilizing these 
Capacity Factors for the BEPC, stair and door exit capacities can be determined as follows: 
Stair Capacity =
Stair Width [𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠]
0.3 [𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠⁄ ]
   Door Capacity =
Door Width [𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠]
0.2 [𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠⁄ ]
 
Table 2 - Occupant Load and Exit Capacity Summary for the BEPC 
Floor Level Occupant Load (Persons) Exit Width Exit Capacity 
1 296   
2 80   
Vertical Exits    
Stair 1  40 56” 187 
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Stair2 40 56” 180* 
Exits to Public Way    
Exit 01 70 72” 360 
Exit 02 70 72” 360 
Exit 03 53 72” 360 
Exit 04 50 36” 180 
Exit 05 50 36” 180 
Exit 06 42 36” 180 
*Exit capacity through Stair 2 is governed by the 36” door used to access the stair, and is therefore limited to 180 persons 
The exit capacity of the BEPC greatly exceeds the occupant load based on the prescriptive requirements of NFPA 101.  This 
allows Cal Poly great flexibility in how the BEPC may be used in the future including capacity for an occupancy classification 
with a higher loading factor. 
4.1.4 Size, Arrangement, and Number of Means of Egress 
NFPA 101 requires that any means of egress have a minimum width of 36 inches per section 7.3.4.1(2).  Doors used in the 
BEPC are all at least a 36” leaf door design.   
Section 4.5.3 requires that two means of egress, as a minimum, shall be provided in every section and area where size, 
occupancy, and arrangement endanger occupants attempting to use a single means of exit that is blocked by fire or smoke. 
NFPA 101 has more stringent egress requirements for spaces with an occupant load of 50 or more.  The BEPC has two 
spaces that, based on occupancy classification, may contain 50 or more occupants. These spaces are the Assembly Use area 
Room 104 and the enclosed work area on the ground level.  Because Room 104 requires a minimum of two means of egress, 
section 7.5.1.3.3 requires that the separation of these exits must not be less than 1/3 of the length of the maximum overall 
diagonal dimension of the building or area to be served.    
Figure 2 reveals that room 104 complies with the required remoteness of doors for a sprinklered building. 
  
Figure 2- Remoteness of means of egress for Assembly Use room 104 complies with NFPA 101 for a sprinklered building 
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However, section 7.2.1.4.2(1) requires that spaces with an occupant load of 50 or more, door leaves exiting the space are 
required to swing in the direction of egress.  It can be seen in Figure 2 that the 36” door on the right providing access to the 
corridor from Room 104 opens into the space, not complying with the prescriptive requirements.    Section 12.2.2.2.3 
requires that any door in a required means of egress that serves an occupant load of 100 or more may only have a lock or 
latch if it is approved panic hardware or fire exit hardware.  CBC Section 1008.1.10 requires that rooms with an occupant 
load of 50 or more and doors with locks must have panic hardware installed.  Both doors to this space have locks and do 
not have any panic hardware installed. 
The Assembly Use occupancy was selected based on knowledge of how this room is used, but by design it would seem that 
this space was not intended to be used in this manner.  A more detailed analysis of this room will be performed in Scenario 
4 of the Performance-Based Analysis for the BEPC.  However, a modification of the doors may be necessary to comply with 
NFPA 101. 
4.1.5 Exit Signs 
Exit signs are placed above exits and in means of egress with potentially high occupant loads. These signs are illuminated 
and are placed at appropriate heights and locations above doors or means of egress. The doors leading from the enclosed 
work area to the public way do not have exit signs, however, NFPA 101 Section 7.10.1.2.1 states that where an exit clearly 
leads out of the building, no signage is required.  Because these doors are located outside and it is clear that the doors 
penetrate the outer wall, no exit signage would be necessary. 
4.1.6 Fire Rated Separation of Occupancies 
Based on the fire rated construction provided for the BEPC, the building would be classified as a Mixed Occupancy where 
the occupancies are intermingled and not fully separated with rated construction.  The BEPC is built with fire rated 
construction for separation of some spaces from the corridor and other occupancies.  1-hour rated walls are provided for 
separation of spaces such as the machine shop from the corridor and general work areas.  The chemistry lab on the second 
floor is also separated from corridor and surrounding spaces by 1-hour construction.  The industrial use robotics lab is 
separated from the adjoining business use occupancy with 1-hour rated construction as well.  Drawings showing the 1-hour 
rated walls of the BEPC are provided in Attachment A-1. 
These rated assemblies also have rated doors, fire dampers in the HVAC ducting, and rated penetration seals to satisfy the 
requirements of fire rated construction.  The tool check-out window which is located in one of the rated walls separating 
the machine shop office area from the project integration space has automatic fire related features.  In the event of a smoke 
alarm in the building, the Fire Alarm Control Panel sends a close signal to the window’s roll-up door to close, thus 
maintaining the rated construction requirements of Section 8.3.4 of NFPA 101. 
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NPFA 101 Section 7.1.3.1 requires that corridors used as exit access and serve 30 or more occupants are to have 1-hour 
separation from other parts of the building.  However, the corridor in the BEPC is not need this rated construction because 
the travel distance to the exit discharges is short enough that corridor does not need to be credited as an exit.   
Fire rated separation of 1-hour is also required for walls separating business use from assembly use with < 300 occupants.  
This separation is provided between rooms 102 and 104. 
4.1.7 Interior Finish 
The interior finishes of the BEPC are minimalistic.  The industrial feel of the building with the exposed building services 
overhead and polished concrete below are representative of its low combustible finish.  Lockers are located in the primary 
corridor and are of non-combustible construction to meet interior finish requirements 
Table 3 – Excerpt from NFPA 101 Table A.10.2.2, Interior Finish Classification Limitations by Occupancy 
Occupancy Exits Exit Access Corridors Other Spaces 
Assembly – New 
< 300 occupant load 
A A or B A, B, or C 
Educational – New A A or B A or B; C on low partitions 
Business – New A or B A or B A, B, or C 
Industrial A or B A, B, or C A, B, or C 
 
The interior finish classifications A, B, and C are based on flame spread rate and smoke development rates.  Class A having 
the lowest flame spread rates and class C having the highest.  Class A finishes are used throughout the BEPC from the 
polished concrete floors to the painted structural steel at the ceiling.  These finishes are acceptable per the requirements 
cited in Table 3 above. Some of the materials used in the BEPC are as follows: 
 Acoustic wood fiber cement panels 
 Sealed concrete 
 Polished vinyl tile 
 Painted gypsum 
 Short fiber carpet tiles 
 Painted steel members and services in the overhead 
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4.2 Fire Detection, Alarm, and Communications Systems 
4.2.1 System Overview 
Cal Poly features a campus-wide fire alarm and security system that transmits information to a Proprietary Supervising 
Station.  The BEPC features a building-wide ionization detection system as well as manual pull stations, some heat detection, 
and notification appliances where required. 
The Fire Alarm Control Panel is located in the north-west corner of the BEPC in Room 105.  The model is a Honeywell Notifier 
NFS-640.  The NFS-640 is an intelligent, addressable fire alarm system utilizing a digital Signaling Line Circuit (SLC).  For each 
SLC, up to 159 detectors and 150 modules can be used. 
The Cal Poly protected buildings are currently monitored at a Proprietary Supervising Station located in the University Police 
building number 74.  The supervising station utilizes two different interfaces for receiving various signals from the protected 
buildings.   
 A Simplex Central Control Panel is still utilized for four accounts on the campus, but is scheduled to be phased out 
in summer of 2012 when the Supervising Station is scheduled to move to a new location on campus.  This hasn’t 
been confirmed to be completed. 
 Windows-based Software from Security Information & Management Systems (SIMS) is utilized for monitoring a 
majority of the protected buildings on campus.  Signals from security and fire alarm equipment are displayed on a 
monitor  
The SIMS software receives hundreds of entries from the campus fire alarm equipment each day. Due to the large number 
of student residences on campus, smoke alarm actuations are dealt with on a daily basis.  Most of these alarms are due to 
burning of food in microwaves. 
Per NFPA 72 Chapter 26, the requirements for disposition of signals and alarms are as follows: 
Alarm 
26.4.5.6.1 Alarms. Upon receipt of an alarm signal, the proprietary supervising station operator shall initiate 
action to perform the following: 
(1) Immediately notify the fire department, the emergency response team, and such other parties as the 
authority having jurisdiction requires 
(2) Dispatch a runner or technician to the alarm location to arrive within 2 hours after receipt of a signal 
(3) Restore the system as soon as possible after disposition of the cause of the alarm signal 
 
Supervisory Signal 
26.4.5.6.3 Supervisory Signals. Upon receipt of sprinkler system and other supervisory signals, the proprietary 
supervising station operator shall initiate action to perform the following, if required: 
(1) Communicate immediately with the designated person(s) to ascertain the reason for the signal 
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(2) Dispatch personnel to arrive within 2 hours to investigate, unless supervisory conditions are promptly restored 
(3) Notify the fire department if required by the authority having jurisdiction 
(4) Notify the authority having jurisdiction when sprinkler systems are wholly or partially out of service for 8 hours 
or more 
(5) Provide written notice to the authority having jurisdiction as to the nature of the signal, time of occurrence, 
and restoration of service when equipment has been out of service for 8 hours or more 
 
Trouble Signal 
26.4.5.6.4 Trouble Signals. Upon receipt of trouble signals or other signals pertaining solely to matters of 
equipment maintenance of the alarm system, the proprietary supervising station operator shall initiate action to 
perform the following, if required: 
(1) Communicate immediately with the designated person(s) to ascertain reason for the signal 
(2) Dispatch personnel to arrive within 4 hours to initiate maintenance, if necessary 
(3) Notify the fire department if required by the authority having jurisdiction 
(4) Notify the authority having jurisdiction when interruption of service exists for 4 hours or more 
(5) When equipment has been out of service for 8 hours or more, provide written notice to the authority having 
jurisdiction as to the nature of the signal, time of occurrence, and restoration of service 
4.2.2 Initiating Devices Installed 
The initiating devices located in the BEPC include ionization, heat, manual pull stations, and flow switches.  A breakdown of 
the initiating devices is as follows  
Table 4 - Initiating Devices Installed in the BEPC 
First Floor Second Floor 
Ionization: 26 (10 Harsh) Ionization: 22 (2 Harsh) 
Heat: 1 Duct Smoke: 2 
Pull Station: 3 Heat: 1 
Water Flow: 1 Pull Station: 1 
 
 
Marked up drawings that show the locations of the various initiating devices can be found in Attachment A-2. 
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Figure 3- Some of the initiating devices manufactured by Notifier used in the BEPC. From the left, manual pull station (NBG-12LX), smoke/heat detector 
(FSP-851/FST-851), HARSH smoke detector (FSH-751), intelligent duct detector (FSD-751RP). 
4.2.3 Initiating Device Spacing 
4.2.3.1 Pull Stations 
Manual fire alarm boxes are located next to each the four exits off of the primary corridor on both floors complying with 
NFPA 72 section 17.14.6.  The devices used in the BEPC are manufactured by System Sensor.  Due to the small size of the 
BEPC, additional pull stations were not required meet 17.4.8 where travel distance to a manual pull station does not exceed 
200 feet. 
4.2.3.2 Heat Detection 
Two heat detectors by Notifier (FST-851) are used in the BEPC.  One is located in the top of the elevator shaft and the other 
is located in the elevator equipment room to meet elevator code requirements. 
4.2.3.3 Smoke Detection 
This primary use of this building is education and special projects.  There are no dedicated, large storage areas and although 
damage to property would be undesired, the primary purpose of the installed detection system is life safety.  Because no 
special operating characteristics are required, the standard prescriptive detection spacing applies.  Notifier FSP-851 
detectors are used through most of the building except for the high dust shop and project areas.  In these areas of greater 
hazard, Notifier’s Hostile-Area Smoke Head (HARSH, FSH-751) smoke detectors are used.  These are designed to operate in 
difficult applications that tend to cause nuisance alarms with standard smoke detectors.  There are also duct smoke 
detectors (FSD-751RP) installed in the HVAC plenum supplies to the building.  Upon receipt of an alarm from a duct detector, 
the fire alarm system has the capability to shut down the HVAC system. 
Table 5 - Required Detector Spacing Based on Ceiling Construction in the BEPC 
Ceiling Type Required Detector Spacing 
Smooth Ceilings 30 feet (Section 17.7.3.2.3.1) 
Solid Joist, Depth < 0.1H  30 feet (Section 17.7.3.2.4.2) 
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The configuration of each room has been reviewed including ceiling construction and room dimensions.  The as-built 
location of the smoke and heat detectors was then used to determine if each room complied with the requirements of 
NFPA 72.  Marked up drawings that show the expected spacing for the detectors based on ceiling construction can be found 
in Attachment C-1. 
After reviewing the required spacing versus the as-built detector locations, it would seem that there are several areas in 
the building that have small deviations from spacing requirements of NFPA 72.  Several coverage ‘gaps’ exist per the design 
drawings, however these are relatively small and building coverage overall is good.  Locations and types of gaps are 
discussed further in section 4.2.6.  Drawings showing the estimated coverage are located in Attachment A-2. 
4.2.4 Notification Devices Installed 
The initiating devices located in the BEPC include strobes, horns, and a bell.  A breakdown of the notification devices is as 
follows  
Table 6 - Summary of Notification Devices Provided in the BEPC 
 Strobe Horn Bell 
First Floor 21  10 1 
Second Floor 11 5  
 
Marked up drawings that show the locations of the various notification appliances can be found in Attachment A-2. 
 
Figure 4 – SpectrAlert notification appliances used in the BEPC by System Sensor. From the left, ceiling-mounted strobe, wall-mounted horn/strobe 
 
4.2.4.1 Notification Device Spacing 
The spacing and placement of the alarm notification appliances has been reviewed against the requirements of NFPA 72 
Chapter 18.   
Audible notification is located in a majority of the rooms on the first floor.  However, according to the spec sheet of the 
audible appliances and the higher ambient sound levels of some rooms, audible notification would not meet the 15dBA 
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requirement of 18.4.3.  The machine shop and project areas were assumed to have ambient sound levels of 80 dBA 
(Industrial Occupancy from Table A18.4.3).  Upon several walkdowns of the BEPC, actual noise levels in these spaces are 
much lower.  In order to more accurately determine the adequacy of the audible notification systems, physical 
measurements could be taken of average noise levels.  The corridors have sufficient audible coverage assuming a 6 dBA 
drop every time the distance from the source is doubled (6 dBA Rule of Thumb Method).  To determine audible sufficiently 
in occupied areas that do not contain an audible appliance, more complex calculations could be performed upon reviewing 
wall and door construction.  These calculation methods are outlined in SFPE Handbook, Design of Detection Systems 
chapter. 
The visual notification shows nearly complete coverage on both floors.  Marked up drawings in Attachment A-2 show the 
coverage based on the NFPA 72.  It can be seen that spaces that are not normally occupied (mechanical rooms, storage 
closets, etc.) do not have notification appliances installed.  Any areas where audible notification may not be sufficient (due 
to walls or high ambient sound levels), visual notification would be available. 
4.2.5 Fire Alarm System Power Supply 
The Primary power supply to the Notifier Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) is 120 VAC but may be interrupted upon loss of 
power to the building. A battery-backed secondary power supply is available to provide a direct 24 VDC to the FACP.  This 
meets NFPA 72 requirement of having at least two redundant power supplies in section 10.5.3.2. 
Upon loss of power, the batteries that serve as the secondary power supply are required to provide 120% of the required 
power by the FA system for a minimum of 24 hours standby load and 5 minutes full load per 10.5.6.3.1.   
Battery Calculations have been performed for the Fire Alarm system. Two separate calculations were performed, one for 
each of the separate secondary battery supplies.  Details of the Calculation can be found in Attachment C-2, results are 
summarized below. 
Table 7 - Fire Alarm System Power Supply Requirement Results 
Secondary 
Power Supply 
for 
Required Standby 
Capacity (Amp-Hours) 
Required Alarm 
Capacity (Amp-Hours) 
Total Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
Adjusted Battery 
Capacity (Amp-Hours) 
FACP 15.02 0.26 15.27 18.33 
FCPS 2.16 0.08 2.24 2.69 
 
Sufficient secondary power supplies could be provided by two 12V batteries in series, or a 24V battery.  For adequate 
secondary power to the FACP, one 24V 20Ah battery would meet the calculated battery requirements.  Also, two 12V, 20Ah 
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batteries could be used to meet the calculated load requirements.  The same logic could be applied to the FCPS, but smaller 
batteries of only 3Ah would be required. 
4.2.6 Prescriptive Fire Alarm Analysis Summary 
The Fire Alarm System at the BEPC has been reviewed against the standards of NFPA 72 and guidance from NFPA and SFPE 
Handbooks.  The building largely conforms to the requirements established by the NFPA but appears to have a few 
inadequacies to the strict prescriptive requirements. 
Initiating Devices – Smoke detection in Rooms including: 107, 110, 114, 115, 205, and 208 do not have complete coverage 
to meet the exact 30ft spacing requirements. 
Notification Devices – Audible Notification insufficient in areas of high Ambient Sound Level 
 
Noting that these are minimal deviations from the code, any additional risk associated with these deviations could be 
considered negligible.  If these deviations were identified in the initial inspection, they could have simply been approved by 
the Authority Having Jurisdiction. 
4.3 Fire Suppression System 
4.3.1 System Overview 
Section 404.1 of the California Building Code 2010 defines an atrium as “An opening connecting two or more stories other 
than enclosed stairways, elevators, hoistways, escalators, plumbing, electrical, air-conditioning or other equipment, which 
is closed at the top and not defined as a mall.“  The lobby of the BEPC as well as the unenclosed, interior stair penetrate the 
floor of the second level creating an atrium per the CBC definition.  CBC section 404.3 requires that an approved automatic 
sprinkler system shall be installed throughout the entire building unless the atrium is separated from the other spaces by 
2-hour rated construction.  Because the BEPC does not have 2-hour rated separation of the atrium, the building is fully 
sprinklered to meet the code. 
A single sprinkler riser feeds a full-building wet-pipe suppression system.  John Trautmann Architects oversaw the design 
and contracted the sprinkler system design and installation to S&M Fire Protection in San Luis Obispo.  All enclosed and 
covered portions of the building including the covered entrances and work areas exterior to the building have wet pipe 
sprinklers provided.  Trautmann had originally provided a sample design criteria for intent of scope and contractor bidding: 
ORDINARY HAZARD, GROUP 2 
0.2 GPM/SFx1500 SF=300 GPM 
PLUS 250 GPM HOSE ALLOWANCE 
(550 GPM TOTAL) 
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S&M Fire Protection were contracted for the installation of the wet-pipe system and they did a detailed sprinkler design 
and hydraulic calculation.  The results of the S&M’s final design can be found in Section 4.3.5 of this report. 
4.3.2 Suppression System Water Supply 
There is a single potable water connection that feeds the water based suppression system in the BEPC.  The point of 
connection to the 8” potable water line at the street is approximately 150’ of 6” PVC with a double check valve backflow 
preventer installed near the building.  Supply source information in Attachment A-3 identifies pressure and flow data near 
the point of connection as follows: 
Table 8 - Fire Hydrant Test Data for BEPC Suppression Water Supply 
Hydrant Number: I-05-06 
Static Pressure:  80 PSI 
Residual Pressure:  60 PSI 
Observed Flow: 1210 GPM 
Calculated Flow at 20 PSI: 2190 GPM 
Test Date: 09/03/02 
Data Provided By: F.P.C.P. – Cal Poly 
 
   
Figure 5 - Pictures of fire department connection, backflow preventer, and sprinkler riser in the south-west corner of the BEPC 
The BEPC shares the point of connection utilizing a common header with building 192.  It assumed that there is not any 
significant demand of water from building 192 simultaneously (ie fire in both buildings simultaneously).  This allows for us 
to take the demand results of Section 5 to determine if the frictional losses in the water supply piping from the point of the 
test to the Bottom of the Riser in 197 is significant.  Utilizing the higher flow demand found in Section 5 of 312 gpm plus a 
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250 gpm hose allowance results in a total flow of 562 gpm.  A friction loss per foot of the supply piping can be determined 
as follows: 
 Length of 6 inch pvc: 75 ft 
 6 inch Double Check Valve Backflow preventer equivalent length: 67 ft 
 Length of 8 inch pvc: 90 ft 
 
Friction loss per foot of 6 inch water supply piping: 
 
Step 
No. 
Flow in gpm Pipe size Equivalent 
Pipe Length 
Friction loss 
(psi/ft) 
Pressure 
Summary 
Notes 
  q 562.0   L 142 C= 120 Pt       
1     6.00 nom F       Pe   pf= (4.52*(Q)^(1.85))/(C^(1.85)*ID^(4.87)) 
  Q 562.0 6.357 T 142 pf 0.01 Pf 1.4 Pf= 142*pf 
 
Resulting in a pressure loss of only 1.4 PSI 
 
Friction loss per foot of 8 inch water supply piping: 
 
Step 
No. 
Flow in gpm Pipe size Equivalent 
Pipe Length 
Friction loss 
(psi/ft) 
Pressure 
Summary 
Notes 
  q     L 90     Pt 1.4     
2     8.00 nom F       Pe   pf= (4.52*(Q)^(1.85))/(C^(1.85)*ID^(4.87)) 
  Q 562.0 8.249 T 90 pf 0.00 Pf 0.2 Pf= 90*pf 
 
Resulting in a pressure loss of only 0.2 PSI. 
 
These calculated losses are negligible on the overall availability of water at the base of the riser and will not be included in 
the identified available supply. 
4.3.3 Building Hazards by Occupancy Classification 
The BEPC is composed of several occupancy types including: Machine shop (OH-2), Woodworking (OH-2), Educational 
(LHO), and Offices including data processing (LHO).  From a building walkdown, no significant quantities of commodities are 
stored in the BEPC and thus occupancy classification is deemed sufficient to determine the suppression system design 
requirements. 
Depending on the location of the hydraulically remote area of the sprinkler system, a Light Hazard Occupancy may require 
greater pressure/flow at the base of the riser. Both occupancy areas will need to be reviewed to determine which has 
greater demand. 
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4.3.4 Wet-Pipe Sprinkler System 
The wet pipe system installed consists of two mains coming off of the 4” sprinkler riser.  One main feeds all of the branch 
lines on the first level, and the other main feeds all of the branch lines on the second level.  The riser/mains are constructed 
of 2.5”-4” schedule 10 pipe with grooved fittings.  The branch lines are constructed of 1”-2” schedule 40 pipe with threaded 
fittings. 
There are a total of 271 sprinklers in the BEPC consisting of four different types.  The sprinkler types and quantities are as 
follows: 
Table 9 - Sprinkler Head Types and Quantities Used in the BEPC 
MFG/Model Finish K Degree Quantity 
½” Tyco TY-FRB Pendant on 1” Drop Chrome 5.6 155 24 
½” Tyco TY-FRB Upright on 28” Sprig Brass 5.6 200 208 
½” Tyco TY-FRB Upright Brass 5.6 200 38 
½” Tyco TY-FRB Horiz Sidewall Brass 5.6 155 1 
 
The sprinkler type and positions are indicated on markup up drawings in Attachment A-3. 
4.3.5 Hydraulic Calculations 
4.3.5.1 Methodology 
The methodology for determining the Design Flow and Pressure at the base of the Fire Sprinkler Riser will be performed 
using the friction loss method outlined in Section 22.4 of the Automatic Sprinkler Systems Handbook, 2010. 
Because the sprinkler contractor has provided the sprinkler system layout drawings, determining the hydraulically remote 
area was straight forward.  Simply by observation the most remote area of the building is on the second floor in the North-
East Corner.  An elevation gain of approximately 27 feet occurs when compared to the bottom of the riser and travels across 
the building since the bottom of the riser is located in the South-West Corner. 
However, the most hydraulically remote area of the building requires a lower design density of 0.10 gpm/sq ft vs the 
Ordinary Hazard Group 2 machine shop on the first floor that requires 0.20 gpm/sq ft.  A hydraulic calculation will be 
performed for both of these areas to determine the required flows and pressures of the system. 
Details of these hydraulic calculations can be found in Attachment D-3.   
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4.3.5.2 Results 
The calculation performed by S&M found the design criteria to be driven by the hydraulically remote area on the second 
floor.  They found the demand for this area to be as follows: 
From S&M Fire Protection (On Sprinkler Riser) 
Install Date 10-30-06 
Installed by S&M Fire Protection 
Number of Sprinklers: 8 
Density: 0.10 GPM/SQ FT 
Designed area of Discharge: 996 SQ FT 
Water Flow Rate: 164.66 GPM 
Residual Pressure at Base of Riser: 62.4 psi 
The results as calculated in Attachment D-3 are summarized in Table 10 and Table 11 below. 
4.3.5.2.1 Second Floor Light Hazard Occupancy 
The second floor has several computer labs for student use in graduate research.  These rooms are classified as educational 
and therefore are a light hazard occupancy.  The minimum design area is 1500 ft2 with a 0.10 gpm/ft2 density.  Sprinklers 
are spaced approximately 10 ft apart and branch lines are approximately 12 ft apart resulting in a 120 ft2 required coverage 
per sprinkler. Dividing 1500 by 120 results in 13 sprinklers activated simultaneously with a 12 gpm per sprinkler flow 
requirement.  The 13 most remote sprinklers within this occupancy classification will be analyzed in this hydraulic 
calculation. 
Table 10 - Calculated Water Demand for a Fire in the Second Floor Light Hazard Occupancy 
Number of Sprinklers: 13 
Density: 0.10 gpm/ft2 
Designed Area of Discharge: 1500 ft2 
Water Flow Rate: 186 gpm 
Residual Pressure at Base of Rise: 43.4 psi 
 
4.3.5.2.2 First Floor Ordinary Hazard Group 2 Occupancy 
The first floor contains metal and wood working areas that are classified as Ordinary Hazard Group 2.  This classification 
requires 0.2 gpm/ft2 coverage over 1500 ft2.  A second water demand calculation will be performed in the same manner as 
the second floor LHO area using the higher design density requirement for the occupancy classification.  The results of 
demand at the Bottom of the Riser are as follows: 
Table 11 - Calculated Water Demand for a Fire in the First Floor Ordinary Hazard Group 2 Occupancy 
Number of Sprinklers: 15 
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Density: 0.20 gpm/ft2 
Designed Area of Discharge: 1500 ft2  
Water Flow Rate: 312 gpm 
Residual Pressure at Base of Rise: 39.9 psi 
 
The results show that due to the remoteness and friction pipe losses of the system on the second floor, the required 
pressure is higher than that of the occupancy on the first floor.  However, the hazard on the first floor requires a greater 
flow-rate in order to meet the needs of the higher design density.  To be conservative, the higher requirement of each load 
needs to be met by the water supply.  Attachment D-2 contains a plot of the supply and demand curves on hydraulic paper.  
Results show that the water supply is far more than adequate to supply the system. 
4.4 Structural Fire Protection System 
4.4.1 Construction Type and FR Requirements 
This non-combustible construction allows the building to be classified as Type I or Type II per the CBC.  In order to minimize 
the amount of required structural fire resistant construction, a sufficient Type needs to be selected based on Height and 
Area limitations of CBC Table 503.  Selecting a Type II-B construction allows for under the BEPC’s primary occupancy 
classification of F-1 (Factory Industrial), allows for two stories with 15,500 sq ft limit on each level.  The BEPC meets the 
criteria to make this selection without taking any area or height increases allowed by having a full building sprinkler system. 
Table 12 - CBC Table 601, Fire Resistance Rating Requirements 
Building Element Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V 
A B A B A B HT A B 
Primary structural frame 
   (see Section 202) 3 2 1 0 1 0 HT 1 0 
Bearing walls 
   Exterior
 
    
Interior 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1/HT 
1 
1 
0 
0 
Nonbearing walls and partitions 
   Exterior 
 
See Table 602 
Nonbearing walls and partitions 
   Interior 0 0 0 0 0 0 
See Section 
602.4.6 0 0 
Floor construction and secondary 
members (see Section 202) 2 2 1 0 1 0 HT 1 0 
Roof construction and secondary 
members (see Section 202) 1 1
 
 1 0 1 0 HT 1 0 
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4.4.2 Description of BEPC Construction Elements 
4.4.2.1 Columns 
A typical column in the BEPC consists of a W12x45 member which for the ground floor is anchored to the 2 ft concrete 
basemat.  Most of the columns are enclosed in the interior walls with two layers of 5/8 inch gypsum board.  However, some 
of the columns do not have any fire resistant material on them.  Because the CBC does not require any fire rating of the 
primary structural frame, exposed members would be acceptable.  
Using methods described in the SFPE Handbook Table 4-9.3, the Fire Resistance of the unprotected W12x45 columns can 
be calculated as follows: 
𝑅 = 10. .3 (
𝑊
𝐷
)
0.7
 
𝑅 = 10.3(0.829)0.7 = 9.03 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 
Considering the same columns enclosed in 5/8 inch gypsum wallboard (box configuration), the Fire Resistance would be as 
follows: 
 𝐷 = 2(𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑥 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)  
𝐷 = 2(12.06 + 8.05) = 40.2 
𝑊′ = 45 + (
50(0.625)(40.2)
144
) = 53.7 
𝑅 = 130 (
(0.625) (
53.7
40.2)
2
)
0.75
= 67.5 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 
4.4.2.2 Beams 
Beams are constructed using Wide Flange I-Beams ranging in sizes of W21x50 to W12x14.  As with the columns, the beams 
in the BEPC are unprotected in some cases and enclosed in the 5/8 wallboard at the building partitions.  Because of the 
Type II-B construction, the beams, including the primary structural frame, do not require any fire resistance rating.     
4.4.2.3 Floor Assemblies 
The floor assemblies in the BEPC are constructed of 7 inch light-weight concrete poured over a 20ga steel decking.  Because 
of the Type II-B construction, the floor assemblies do not require any fire resistance rating per CBC. 
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4.4.2.4 Roof Assembly 
The roof consists of 20-gauge steel decking with insulation and a membrane installed on top.  These assemblies have no 
fire resistance rating. 
4.4.2.5 Exterior Walls 
Exterior walls consist of multiple assemblies.  Assemblies include Glass curtain wall system, reinforced concrete, and 
Gypsum on steel studs with a suspended 5/16 inch cement board on the exterior.  Details of exterior wall assemblies used 
in the BEPC can be found in Drawing A07.10 of Attachment A-5.  The exterior walls are not required to be rated per CBC. 
4.4.2.6 Interior Walls 
Interior wall construction includes multiple assemblies.  An example of an interior wall assembly is 5/8 inch gypsum 
wallboard on 3 5/8 inch metals studs, 16 inches on center.  Other wall assemblies used in the BEPC can be found in Drawings 
A07.10 and A07.11 of Attachment A-5.  The interior walls are not required to be rated per CBC. 
4.4.2.7 Door Openings, Joints, Penetrations 
Door openings, joints, and penetrations are not required to be rated for Type II-B construction per CBC. 
4.5 Smoke Management Systems 
The lobby of the BEPC as well as the unenclosed, interior stair penetrate the floor of the second level creating an atrium 
per the CBC definition.  However, because the atrium of the BEPC is only two stories in height, the CBC Section 404.5 does 
not require a smoke control system.    
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5 Performance-Based Analysis 
Used as an alternative to the specification-based, prescriptive requirements of NFPA 101, performance-based methods 
allow for evaluation of building configurations that may not meet the required specifications.  When desired building cost, 
architectural features, or efficiency can’t uphold the full prescriptive requirements, a performance-based fire analysis can 
be performed to show the level of safety that the building can provide. 
It is important to use the guidance provided in the code when performing a performance-based analysis.  Chapter 5 of NFPA 
101 outlines an acceptable approach to meeting the performance-based option.  In this analysis four fire scenarios will be 
selected and evaluated.  Multiple software tools will be used including Fire Dynamics Simulator, Pathfinder, PyroSim, Fire 
Dynamics Tools, and DETACT.  With consideration of the limitations and conservatisms built into each scenario, the success 
of each scenario to meet the performance criteria will be evaluated.   
5.1 Performance Criteria 
The goals and objectives of the performance-based analysis according to NFPA 101 are the same as the prescriptive analysis.  
This includes protection of occupants not intimate with the initial fire development, structural integrity, and reliable fire 
protection system operation.  Performance criteria from cited references were identified as best estimates of safe 
conditions for the occupants and building structure. The selected objectives and criteria are summarized as follows: 
Table 13 - Stakeholder Design Objectives and Performance Criteria for the BEPC Performance-Based Analysis 
Stakeholder Objective Design Objective Performance Criteria 
No loss of life outside of the room 
or compartment of fire origin. 
Maintain tenable conditions in the paths of 
egress utilized by occupants outside the 
compartment of fire origin 
 Visibility > 20ft 
 CO limits < 1,400ppm 
 Temperature < 60°C 
 Smoke Layer Height > 6ft above floor 
Minimize fire related damage to 
the building, its contents and its 
features 
Prevent flashover  Upper Layer < 500°C 
Emergency Responder Safety Prevent Structural Failure  Temperature of steel < 538°C 
 
Note the difference between the criteria for flashover and the criteria for structural damage.  Flashover is considered to 
occur when the upper, hot gas layer exceeds 500°C whereas structural steel damage is considered possible if any portion 
of the structure exceeds 538°C.  A condition could exist where a structural failure occurs without flashover conditions, such 
as a column located within the fire.  For this analysis, the identified performance criteria will be used to determine:  
 If tenable conditions are maintained in the means of egress  
 If flashover occurs 
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 If structural damage is likely 
 
Performance based methods will also be used to evaluate detector and sprinkler system activation times.  
5.2 Available vs. Required Safe Egress Time 
5.2.1 Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) 
The Available Safe Egress Time is the time from fire ignition to the time that conditions in the building threaten the safety 
of the occupants.  Focus on means of egress with high occupant loads is important to determine when the space will no 
longer allow occupants to reach an exit.  Once any of the conditions identified in Table 13 are reached, the space is 
considered untenable, the time that this occurs will be compared to the required safe egress time to ensure sufficient time 
for the occupants to leave the building. 
5.2.2 Requires Safe Egress Time (RSET) 
The Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) is the time that passes from ignition of the fire to evacuation of all of the building 
occupants.  In order to better understand and estimate, the RSET can be broken down into smaller divisions of time.  The 
smaller divisions of time are as follows: 
RSET = Time to Notification + Reaction Time + Pre-Evacuation Activity Time + Travel Time 
5.2.2.1 Time to Notification 
The Time to Notification is the period of time that elapses from ignition until an alarm sounds or occupants begin to sense 
the presence of fire itself.  The BEPC is equipped with manual pull stations for manual initiation of the fire alarm system, 
occupants may provide a more rapid alarm initiation than the full building detection system.  In the case of a fire igniting in 
an unoccupied space, it would likely trigger the smoke detection prior to a manual alarm initiation occurred. 
In some large, high-ceiling spaces of the BEPC the time for smoke to actuate a detector may be longer.  The time to 
notification will be determined using calculations based on the stand-alone model, DETACT (Detector Actuation) and results 
from FDS. 
5.2.2.2 Reaction Time 
Reaction time is the period of time from when an occupant perceives an alarm or fire cue to when the occupant decides to 
take action.  This includes time to hear the alarm, understand what the alarm is, and that the appropriate response would 
be to leave the building.  This time may be increased if the occupant is located in a space where the possibility of fire seems 
unusual, or they are familiar with the space and an alarm is an unusual event. 
The BEPC would be a familiar location to most of the occupants, who are students.  Fire drills are performed with sufficient 
frequency that a student/faculty member would readily recognize the alarm. 
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5.2.2.3 Pre-Evacuation Activity Time 
Pre-evacuation activities consist of those actions performed after an occupant recognizes the need to leave the building 
but prior to actually departing for an exit.  Examples for the BEPC include turning of machinery being used, turning off 
equipment being used, and collecting belongings. The NFPA handbook has tabulated Pre-Evacuation Activity Times for 
different types of buildings listed in Table 4.2.1 and will be used when determining the RSET for scenarios analyzed. 
5.2.2.4 Travel Time 
To estimate travel time of occupants in the BEPC, Pathfinder software was used.  The building was modeled using imported 
CAD drawings.  The same load factors identified in Table 1 of this report were used to load a total of 376 occupants in the 
Pathfinder model.  Exits were identified and the simulation was performed using the two calculation methods that 
Pathfinder offers.  The Steering calculation method was used because it accounts for many factors in the behavior of the 
evacuating occupants and produces much more realistic results.  Additional details as to why the Steering mode was 
selected is outlined in Section 5.3.2. 
The travel time was determined depending on conditions of the given fire scenario.  Doors and exits near the fire location 
were considered unusable and were removed from the model for that particular scenario.  This results in different travel 
times calculated for each scenario and better simulates conditions on a scenario-by-scenario basis. 
Table 14 –Travel time calculated by Pathfinder with all doors and exits available 
Fire Scenario Pathfinder File Name Mode Total Occupants Last Out (seconds) 
None BEPC.pth Steering 376 57 
 
5.3 Software Tools 
5.3.1 Fire Dynamics Simulator and PyroSim 
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of fire-driven fluid flow. The first version of 
FDS was released in February 2000.  Throughout its development, FDS has been aimed at modeling fires for practical use in 
fire protection engineering.  At the same time, FDS provides a tool that can be used to study fundamental fire dynamics and 
combustion.  The 5th version of FDS, released in 2007, was used in this analysis.  The primary features of FDS 5 include: 
 Hydrodynamic Model 
 Combustion Model 
 Radiation Transport 
 Geometry 
 Multiple Meshes 
 Parallel Processing 
 Boundary Conditions 
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PyroSim 2012 is a graphical user interface for creating FDS input files.  PyroSim is developed by Thunderhead Engineering 
and was used to develop the FDS models used in this report.  Using a graphical user interface provides instant visuals of the 
structures, devices, slices and other features being modeled to help ensure the user inputs are correct. 
FDS Input files generated by PyroSim for the BEPC scenarios can be found in Attachment E-3. 
5.3.2 Pathfinder 
Pathfinder 2012, like PyroSim is developed by Thunderhead Engineering.  Pathfinder is a graphical modeling software for 
use in predicting egress times of occupants in a building.  It allows for the building to be modeled graphically on a 3D canvas, 
and place occupants in rooms based on load factors or other means.   
Pathfinder is capable of performing egress calculations based on SFPE and Steering modes. The SFPE mode follows methods 
outlined in the SFPE Handbook in which a flow model where walking and flow rates through doors and stairs are defined.   
Steering mode is based on an Artificial Intelligence model developed for digital gaming.   
The steering calculation method is more complex and accounts for factors such as collisions causing occupants to deviate 
from their path, occupant inertia, and other occupant to occupant influences.  Occupants in steering mode also receive a 
discrete priority to simulate how occupants may treat other occupants differently such as maintaining larger separation 
distances or simply colliding with other occupants.  Steering mode includes more human behavior considerations to attempt 
to generate more realistic results. 
5.3.3 DETACT 
DETACT (Detector Activation) is a first order response model for predicting thermal device activation based on convective 
heating and lumped capacity analysis. 
5.3.4 Software Limitations 
It is important for the user of any computational software to have a proficient understanding of the fundamental principles 
that govern the calculations being performed.  The software used in this analysis is intended to be used only by those 
competent in the fields of fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, combustion, and heat transfer, and is intended only to 
supplement the informed judgment of the qualified user.  Lack of accurate predictions by the model could lead to erroneous 
conclusions with regard to fire safety. Results should be evaluated by an informed user and cross-checked with other 
calculation means. 
5.4 Fire Scenario Selection 
Design fire scenarios define the expected fire challenges for a building to withstand.  Because the BEPC largely meets the 
prescriptive requirements of the applicable NFPA and building codes, these scenarios are simply an exercise in performance 
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based methodologies and are not intended to meet the performance based requirements outlined in Chapter 5 of NFPA 
101. NFPA 101 Section 5.5.3 includes eight required design fire scenarios that the fire protection engineer needs to perform 
to meet the code. For this analysis, scenarios have been selected and will each be evaluated against the performance criteria 
identified in Section 5.1 of this report.  The scenarios are as follows: 
 BEPC Scenario 1 – Upholstered seating fire in second floor corridor lounge area 
 BEPC Scenario 2 – Flammable liquid fire in project integration space 
 BEPC Scenario 3 – Vehicle fire in covered work area 
 BEPC Scenario 4 – Fire in Assembly Use Room 104 
5.5 BEPC Scenario 1 – Corridor Lounge Area 
5.5.1 Scenario Location and Assumptions 
This fire scenario is located in the lounge area of the second level corridor of the BEPC.  The lounge area is an extension of 
the primary corridor on the second floor and is next to the interior stair.  The area is typically used by students for small 
group meetings, studying, or eating.  The area is equipped with upholstered seating and wooden cabinetry.  The center of 
the lounge has a suspended ceiling panel with sprinklers mounted below it for complete coverage.  There is also smoke 
detection located at the ceiling.   
 
Figure 6 - BEPC Fire Scenario 1 located in the 2nd floor lounge area 
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Figure 7 - BECP Fire Scenario 1 arrangement of fixed combustibles in lounge area 
The upholstered seating on the east side of the room will be assumed to ignite and develop a fire similar to a sofa.  The fire 
is assumed to not propagate to other combustibles in the room.  Using experimental data from a NIST test, the HRR for a 
sofa will be modeled following the HRR curve identified in Figure 3-1.52 of the SFPE Handbook (Curve F32). The HRR will be 
reproduced in FDS using the ramp function with the simulation running 300 seconds.  
 
Figure 8 – BEPC Scenario 1 as modeled in PyroSim 
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The building is fully occupied and operating under normal use conditions.  Manual alarm actuation by an occupant is not 
accounted for, only alarm via the smoke detection system actuating per the installed detector’s specification.  Sprinklers 
will be assumed to not actuate properly and will therefore have no impact on the fire.  However, the time at which a 
sprinkler would actuate if the system was functioning will be identified. 
5.5.2 Available Safe Egress Time 
Results of the FDS model were used to determine the ASET considering the room conditions identified in Section 5.1.  The 
FDS Slice function was used to monitor these conditions at the centerline of the corridor on both levels.  If a tenability 
criteria is reached, the time at which this occurs was recorded. 
 
Figure 9 - BEPC Scenario 1 tenability criteria for temperature is exceeded at 200 seconds 
 
Figure 10 - BEPC Scenario 1 tenability criteria for visibility is exceeded at 241 seconds 
The tenability criteria for temperature and visibility are exceeded, while the criteria for carbon monoxide is not.  The most 
limiting condition is temperature, which exceeds 60°C at 200 seconds.  Therefore, the Available Safe Egress Time for 
Scenario 1 is 200 seconds. 
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5.5.3 Required Safe Egress Time 
The RSET for this scenario was determined with consideration made for each of the factors identified in Section 5.2.2. 
The time to notification was determined using the device output of FDS for the smoke detector located nearest to the fire.  
The time to smoke detector actuation was found using the sensitivity identified in the detector’s specification sheet.  The 
device sensitivity range is identified as 0.5% to 2.35% per foot obscuration.  Per the FDS Device output, a smoke obscuration 
of 0.5%/ft is reached at 31 seconds into the simulation.  It is assumed that the building will be notified by the alarm system 
at this time. 
 
Figure 11 - BEPC occupants as modeled in Pathfinder 
Reaction and pre-evacuation activity times were lumped together and averages for mid-rise office buildings identified in 
Table 4.2.1 of the NFPA Handbook were used.  The average time used for this scenario is 50 seconds.  This estimate makes 
consideration for people who are using machinery or tools that may need to place their work in a safe condition prior to 
collecting belongings and leaving the building.  
Table 15 - BEPC Scenario 1 travel time calculated by Pathfinder with Stair 1 blocked 
Fire Scenario Pathfinder File Name Mode Total Occupants Last Out (seconds) 
1 BEPC Scenario 1 20130428.pth Steering 376 76 
 
5.5.4 Flashover and Structural Fire Protection 
Conditions in the space were also monitored for flashover and temperatures that could possibly lead to structural damage 
of the BEPC.  The maximum sustained temperature reached in the hot gas layer for Scenario 1 is 270°C.  This does not 
exceed the performance criteria specified for Flashover (500°C) or damage to structural steel (538°C). 
5.5.5 Scenario 1 Summary 
Because BEPC Scenario 1 had the fire located in a primary means of egress, verifying that tenable conditions could be 
maintained for the necessary amount of time was important.  Figure 12 summarizes the results of the scenario with the fire 
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HRR and key events plotted versus time.  It can be seen that the Available Safe Egress Time exceeds the Required Safe 
Egress Time with a margin of 44 seconds.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 - BEPC Scenario 1 heat release rate and key events versus time 
5.6 BEPC Scenario 2 – Project Integration Area 
5.6.1 Scenario Location and Assumptions 
The second fire scenario is located in the project integration area or Room 107 on the 1st level.  A portion of the space is 
two levels in height and has three large roll up doors for moving large objects in and out.  The intended use of this space is 
to provide a staging area for assembly or fabrication of large projects. Because of this mixed-use, a variety of combustibles 
may be kept in this space for varying durations. 
Because this space is not a primary means of egress, the focus of this scenario will be on loss prevention.  Conditions for 
flashover or structural damage will be evaluated to determine if significant damage to the BEPC could occur.  Sources 
knowledgeable in the use of this space revealed that this room is occasionally used for showing of projects, and can contain 
a high occupant load.  However, because of the high ceiling and very high exit capacity, egress from the space remains of 
little concern.  When this space is used for higher occupant loads than the occupancy classification, the large roll-up doors 
are typically maintained open, further decreasing potential effects of fire on occupants. 
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Figure 13 - Location of BEPC Scenario 2 in the Room 107 Project Integration space 
Upon a walkdown of the BEPC, three pallets of boxes containing Acetonitrile were found to be stored in this space.  
Acetonitrile is a solvent similar to acetone.  Some fire related properties of Acetonitrile are shown in Figure 15. 
    
Figure 14 - BEPC Scenario 2 Flammable liquids being stored in room 107 of the BEPC 
Per Section 307.2 of the CBC, this flammable liquid would be classified as Class 1A.  CBC Section 307.1 specifies a maximum 
quantity this type of combustible can be stored in an area without the area needing to be specified as a high-hazard 
occupancy.  CBC table 307.1(1) states that up to 30 gallons of Class 1A flammable liquid may be stored in an area not 
classified as high-hazard, but if that quantity is exceeded the area would need to meet the requirements of an H-2 
occupancy. Because the boxes specified the amount of liquid contained in each, a calculation was performed to determine 
the total amount of flammable liquid being stored: 
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(44 𝐵𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑠) (2.12
𝐿
𝐵𝑜𝑥
) (0.26
𝐿
𝐺𝑎𝑙
) = 25 𝐺𝑎𝑙 of Flammable Liquid (Acetonitrile) 
Storage of this material was therefore within acceptable quantities per the CBC.   
 
Figure 15 –Fire related MSDS information for Acetonitrile including NFPA 704 classifications 
The fire was modeled as three simple pool fires with the top surface area the same as the pallets.  The Fire Dynamic Tool 
titled “CHAPTER 3. ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE, BURNING 
DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT” was used to calculate the total HRR of the three pool fires and burning duration. The 
following table summarizes the inputs and results of the calculation of which details can be found in Attachment E-2. 
Table 16 - BEPC Fire Scenario 2 fire parameters 
Pool Fire Area Fuel Volume Heat Release Rate Fire Duration 
48 ft2 25 gallons 4666 kW 410 s 
 
The scenario was modeled in PyroSim with the room geometry as specified in the construction drawings.  Walls were 
modeled as two layers of 5/8” gypsum wallboard, and for some portions as 1/4” glass to simulate actual construction.  At 
the ceiling, 1 ft structural beams were modeled to reproduce ceiling jet and smoke curtaining effects.  Sprinklers and 
detectors were located in the space per the design drawings provided by the fire protection contractors.  Each of the pallets 
was modeled as a 4’ x 4’ x 5’ high obstruction with a burner on top.  The combined total heat release rate 4666 kW was 
used to determine the HRR per unit area based on the total area of the three burners.   
3 
2 0 
Acetonitrile (Methyl Cyanide) 
Formula – CH3CN 
Flash point – 2.0 °C  
Autoignition temperature – 523.0 °C  
Explosive limits – 4.4-16.0% 
Standard enthalpy of combustion – 1256 kJ/mol 
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Figure 16 - BEPC Scenario 2 as modeled in PyroSim 
5.6.2 Flashover and Structural Fire Protection 
Conditions in the space were monitored for flashover and temperatures that could possibly lead to structural damage of 
the BEPC.  The maximum sustained temperature reached in the hot gas layer for Scenario 2 is 370°C.  This does not exceed 
the performance criteria specified for Flashover (500°C) or damage to structural steel (538°C). 
 
Figure 17 - BEPC Scenario 2 with temperature of 370 °C at 287 seconds 
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5.6.3 Scenario 2 Summary 
A conservative pool fire was used to estimate the maximum heat release rate and burning duration of the Acetonitrile 
stored in this space.  Because this space is not a primary means of egress, an ASET versus RSET analysis was not performed.  
Maximum sustained temperatures at the ceiling did not exceed 370°C.  This is well below the performance criteria specified 
for flashover and structural steel damage.  Based on these results, the BEPC meets the performance criteria for this scenario.   
 
 
 
Figure 18 - BEPC Scenario 2 heat release and key events versus time 
 
5.7 BEPC Scenario 3 – Covered Work Area 
5.7.1 Scenario Location and Assumptions 
Scenario 3 is located in the covered work area to the south of the BEPC.  This space is used for storage of materials and 
projects of the Cal Poly faculty and Students.  A wide variety of combustibles are kept in this space and during a walkdown, 
a vehicle was found to be stored under the covered portion of this space.  For this scenario, the vehicle fire will be modeled 
per SFPE Handbook Figure 3-1.46, Citroen BX. 
Because this space is not a primary means of egress nor does it have a high occupant load, the focus of this scenario will be 
on loss prevention.  Conditions for flashover or structural damage will be evaluated to determine if significant damage to 
the BEPC could occur. 
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Figure 19 - Location of BEPC Scenario 3 in the covered work area on the ground level south of the building 
There is no smoke detection located in the covered work area.  Wet-pipe sprinklers are located throughout and the sprinkler 
riser does have a flow actuation switch.  If the fire alarm was not actuated manually, it would upon the first sprinkler 
actuation.   
Although this space is outside, the covered work area has space for hot gases to collect that is approximately 2 ft deep.  This 
“well” appears substantial enough for the formation of a hot gas layer and subsequent sprinkler actuation.  It should be 
noted that wind may have a significant effect on the formation of a hot gas layer in this space.  However, weather effects 
will not be evaluated in this scenario. 
 
Figure 20 - Combustibles of Scenario 3 located in the covered work area on the southern side of the BEPC 
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5.7.2 Flashover and Structural Fire Protection  
Conditions in the space were monitored for flashover and temperatures that could possibly lead to structural damage of 
the BEPC.  The maximum sustained temperature reached in the hot gas layer for Scenario 3 is 270°C.  This does not exceed 
the performance criteria specified for Flashover (500°C) or damage to structural steel (538°C). 
5.7.3 Scenario 3 Summary 
A vehicle fire was modeled per experimental tests results provided in the SFPE Handbook.  The simulation was run through 
950 seconds after a sustained maximum heat release rate. 
Because this space is not a primary means of egress, an ASET versus RSET analysis was not performed.  Maximum sustained 
temperatures at the ceiling did not exceed 270°C.  This is well below the performance criteria specified for flashover and 
structural steel damage.  Based on these results, the BEPC meets the performance criteria for this scenario. 
 
 
 
Figure 21 - BEPC Scenario 3 heat release rate and key events versus time 
 
5.8 BEPC Scenario 4 – Assembly Use Room 104 
5.8.1 Scenario Location and Assumptions 
The fourth scenario performed in this performance-based analysis is located in the multi-function assembly use Room 104.  
This room has the highest occupant load in the BEPC of 120 occupants.  This is due to the 15 ft2/occupant loading factor 
that was conservatively applied because the room is sometimes heavily occupied.   
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It is common for this space to be used by companies looking for student resumes by performing information sessions.  Some 
of the popular companies can draw a large group of students.  However, this space can become even more heavily 
congested when it is used to show student work.  The Mechanical Engineering department uses this space for seniors to 
present their final projects and it is open to the public.  In this setting, it is standing space with projects displayed on tables.  
It was identified in the prescriptive analysis that this room does not meet NFPA 101 section 7.2.1.4.2(1) which requires that 
door leaves exiting the space swing in the direction of egress.  The 36” door can be clearly seen in Figure 22 to open into 
Room 104 and does not have panic hardware installed.  If Room 104 is continued to be used for assembly use, it is important 
that this door be available for egress due to the high occupant load and the possibility that a fire could develop near the 
72” door blocking access to the corridor through this means of egress.  This performance-based scenario assumes that the 
36” door from Room 104 functions for egress.  Recommendations are made in Section 8 of this report as to how this door 
should be altered. 
 
Figure 22 - Location of BEPC Scenario 4 in the Assembly Use Room 104 blocking 72” door 
Room 104 contains rolling tables and stacking chairs used for the meetings and presentations that occur in this space.  The 
chairs are a plastic and steel frame construction with no upholstery.  The floor is carpeted with typical short fiber carpet 
squares glued to the concrete foundation.  The ceiling is unfinished with exposed building services and structural steel.  
Interior walls are painted gypsum with wood fiber cement acoustic paneling.  The exterior wall is constructed of an 
uncovered steel and glass curtain wall system with roll-up windows shades.  Because of the conditions of this fire scenario, 
the windows shades are assumed to not become involved in the fire early enough to impact egress. The chairs and tables 
are the only significant combustible load. 
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Figure 23 - Assembly Use Room 104 on level 1 with chairs and tables shown 
The fire used in this scenario is a trashcan fire situated in a manner that prevents use of the 72” door.  This fire location is 
depicted in Figure 22.  The trash can fire is modeled to follow the heat release rate defined by the SFPE Handbook 3-1.49.  
The room is assumed to be fully loaded with 120 occupants.   
5.8.2 Available Safe Egress Time 
Results of the FDS model were used to determine the ASET considering the room conditions identified in Section 5.1.  The 
FDS Slice function was used to monitor these conditions at the centerline of Room 104.  If a tenability criteria is reached, 
the time at which this occurs was recorded. 
 
Figure 24 - BEPC Scenario 4 tenability criteria for visibility still not exceeded at 400 seconds 
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For this scenario, none of the tenability criteria for temperature, visibility, or carbon monoxide are exceeded.  Although the 
room will fill with smoke and compartment temperatures will rise, it was found that the threshold for untenable conditions 
assumed in this analysis are not reached. 
5.8.3 Required Safe Egress Time 
The RSET for this scenario was determined with consideration made for each of the factors identified in Section 5.2.2.  
Because the fire is located in a densely occupied space, it is assumed that the occupants in Room 104 will be notified of the 
fire by the presence of smoke prior to the actuation of the fire alarm.  Despite this, it is assumed that occupant movement 
won’t begin until the fire alarm actuates. 
The time to fire alarm actuation was determined using the device output of FDS for the smoke detector located nearest to 
the fire.  The time to smoke detector actuation was found using the sensitivity identified in the detector’s specification 
sheet.  The device sensitivity range is identified as 0.5% to 2.35% per foot obscuration.  Per the FDS Device output, a smoke 
obscuration of 0.5%/ft is reached at 14 seconds into the simulation.  This fast response is simply due to the close proximity 
of the nearest detector to the fire. 
Reaction and pre-evacuation activity times were combined for this scenario.  Because the fire occurs in this highly occupied 
space, the occupants are expected to respond to the presence of the fire quickly.   
 
Figure 25 - Queuing of Room 104 occupants through 36" door to corridor 
Travel time was determined using Pathfinder set to Steering mode.  The fire is assumed to block the 72” door from Room 
104 to the corridor, leaving the 36” as the only means of egress out of the space.  The Pathfinder simulation output summary 
can be found in Attachment E-1. 
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Table 17 - BEPC Scenario 4 travel time calculated by Pathfinder with 72" door blocked 
Fire Scenario Pathfinder File Name Mode Total Occupants Last Out (seconds) 
4 BEPC Scenario 4 20130511.pth Steering 376 78 
 
5.8.4 Flashover and Structural Fire Protection 
Conditions in the space were also monitored for flashover and temperatures that could possibly lead to structural damage 
of the BEPC.  The maximum sustained temperature reached in the hot gas layer for Scenario 4 is 85°C.  This does not exceed 
the performance criteria specified for Flashover (500°C) or damage to structural steel (538°C). 
5.8.5 Scenario 4 Summary 
Because Scenario 4 had the fire located in the room with the highest occupant load of the BEPC, verifying that tenable 
conditions could be maintained for the necessary amount of time was important.  Figure 26 summarizes the results of the 
scenario with the fire HRR and key events plotted versus time.  It can be seen that the room conditions do not exceed any 
of the tenability criteria for this scenario. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26 - BEPC Scenario 4 heat release rate and key events versus time 
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6 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 
6.1 Fire Alarm System 
The BEPC is required by NFPA 72 section 14.2.1.1.2 to have inspection, testing, and maintenance programs that verify 
correct operation of the system.  In the event that an impairment is discovered during an inspection and cannot be 
corrected during the inspection period, the building owner or responsible party is required to be notified within 24 hours. 
Service personnel shall be familiar with the requirements of NFPA 72 and NFPA 70.  
Because the BEPC Fire Alarm system is monitored by a Proprietary Supervising Station, operators at the Supervising Station 
are to be informed prior to any Inspection, Testing, or Maintenance to prevent unnecessary response (14.2.3.1).  Also, upon 
conclusion of testing, those previously notified should be informed that testing is completed.  This is a very important action 
so that a true alarm is not treated as merely a test alarm and ignored. 
After initial acceptance testing is completed, Table 14.3.1 of NFPA 72 has a detailed breakdown of the various Fire Alarm 
System components and their required testing frequency.  Some of the visual inspection frequencies include semiannual 
inspection of initiation devices such as manual pull stations, smoke detectors, and heat detectors. Alarm notification devices 
also require semiannual inspections.  Methods of how these tests are to be performed are described in Table 14.4.2.2.  
Testing frequencies are outlined in Table 14.4.5.  All inspections, testing, and maintenance shall be documented with the 
minimum information described in section 14.6.2.4 of NFPA 72. 
Attachment C-3 contains an example testing documentation form for the BEPC. 
6.2 Fire Suppression System 
The sprinkler system installed in the BEPC is a full building wet pipe system with a total of 271 - ½” sprinklers.  None of these 
sprinklers are fast-response type.  At least four sprinklers should be tested every 10 years.  All sprinklers should be inspected 
for contamination, corrosion, or improper painting.  Because San Luis Obispo is not susceptible to freezing conditions, there 
is no need for a spring/fall inspection. 
Inspection of other equipment including back flow preventers and other valving should be ensured in the correct position 
often.  Proper installation of the system needs to be reviewed including sprinkler placement, type, and position.  Flow tests 
at the riser are also required to be performed at least twice a year.  The water pressure gauges in the rise should be tested 
for accuracy at least every 5 years.  Also, fire department connections should be ensured available for use and not damaged. 
6.3 Administrative Controls 
Because the BEPC is used for many operations and student projects, a large variety of materials in varying quantities can be 
found in the building.  Due to these ever-changing conditions, the BEPC faces additional administrative challenges to ensure 
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that materials and hazards are not being brought into, or stored in the building spaces.  The flammable liquid identified in 
Scenario 2 of this report, is a good example of a potentially harmful material to be stored in a normally occupied building.  
Although this particular case was within the allowed limits for the type of occupancy, consideration for life safety needs to 
be made when a large quantity of combustible material is brought into the BEPC.   
 
Figure 27 - Area on floor designated as no storage in order to maintain sprinkler riser access is almost inaccessible 
Another challenge for the individual(s) responsible for overseeing the BEPC is the short duration of the students that are 
the primary occupants of the facility.  A continual training and oversight needs to be performed as students complete their 
studies and new students come in.  Within a year’s time, several groups of students may use a single space for their work, 
leaving material and tooling behind.  Figure 27 is a good example of the challenges for the BEPC facilities personnel.  In the 
event of a fire or a leaking sprinkler system, access to the sprinkler riser in Room 108 is necessary.  However the image 
clearly shows how the riser is not easily accessible.  This condition was found during two different walkdowns of the facility. 
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7 Fire Safety Management Plan 
Cal Poly maintains a Campus Emergency Management Plan which is used for responding to emergencies and disasters that 
may occur on campus.  The plan requires that personnel with assigned responsibilities for emergency response are to be 
familiar with the policies and procedures outlined in the plan.  Examples of emergencies provided in the plan include: 
 Earthquakes 
 Hazardous Materials Releases 
 Floods 
 Fires and Explosions 
 Extended Power Outages 
 
This plan is organized to meet the State of California’s Standardized Emergency System, (SEMS) and therefore complies 
with the regulations outlined in California Code of Regulations Title 19.  When an emergency occurs, state employees are 
expected to remain at work unless they are directed to leave.  All state employees may be expected to assist in an 
emergency.  Cal Poly Emergency Response Organization can be seen in the figure below.   
 
Figure 28 – Cal Poly Emergency Response Organization 
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Cal Poly also maintains a Fire Drill & Building Evacuation Procedure which is intended to ensure: 
 Everyone leaves the building safely 
 A procedure is in place to safely evacuate individuals who cannot negotiate stairs; 
 Building occupants are accounted for after an emergency evacuation, and 
 Personnel (Building Coordinators) are selected from among building occupants, with functions to ensure plan 
objectives are met. 
 
The procedure directs occupants that, upon the sound of a fire alarm, the occupants evacuate the building immediately 
and proceed to the predetermined building assembly points, away from the building.  Faculty members are directed to 
provide assistance and help to building occupants in the evacuation process.  Designated essential personnel are to continue 
or shut down critical operations as long as their life is not in immediate danger. 
Building coordinators are designated to maintain an up-to-date list of employees in their immediate work area.  Building 
coordinators are to ensure employees in their immediate work area are familiar with the emergency evacuation plan and 
ensure they are aware of when it is necessary to evacuate a building.  If occupants are missing in an emergency it is the 
responsibility of the building coordinators to report occupants who are suspected to be missing to the university police 
and/or San Luis Obispo City Fire. 
The Cal Poly Emergency Management plan and Building Evacuation Procedure are both intended to provide awareness and 
training prior to the occurrence of a fire on campus.  Chapter 4 of both the International Fire Code and the Life Safety Code 
contain requirements related to planning and training for emergencies.  Although not the focus of these codes, emergency 
plans can be created for any event that may put the building occupants at risk, such as fire. The codes only require that an 
emergency plan for fire be generated if a building meets a certain set of criteria.  As discussed in this section, the BEPC is 
included in the campus-wide emergency plan.  Additional information regarding the campus emergency plan can be found 
on the Cal Poly website. 
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8 Summary and Recommendations 
The BEPC largely exceeds the requirements of NFPA 101 and the California Building Code for egress systems.  The egress 
systems of the BEPC are very robust, often providing three or more ways of exiting a space with generous door and stair 
widths for the occupant load.  However, Room 104 is often used for purposes that the building was not originally designed 
for.  Room 104 is often used for Assembly Use and does not comply with NFPA 101 or the California Building Code under 
these circumstances.   
In this analysis, Room 104 was conservatively assumed to have a maximum occupant load of 120 persons.  Both NFPA 101 
and the California Building code have certain requirements for a room with such a high occupant load. Both doors to Room 
104 have locks installed but no panic hardware.  The lack of panic hardware for the occupant load used in this analysis is 
unacceptable per the code.  Also, NFPA 101 requires that rooms with 50 persons or more have doors that open in the 
direction of egress.  The 36” door to this space opens into the room, which also doesn’t comply with the code. 
Room 104 was analyzed in Scenario 4 for a 350kW trashcan fire and the 72” door blocked to determine if occupants could 
evacuate before the space became untenable.  This fire scenario is a conservative, realistic test of the space to achieve life 
safety and tenability criteria was still not exceeded. 
Despite the Scenario 4 results, it is recommended that the doors to Room 104 both have panic hardware installed to 
accommodate door locks and a large occupant load.  The 36” door should be reconfigured so that the door opens with the 
direction of egress. 
The detection and alarm system installed in the BEPC provides good coverage and notification per the requirements of 
NFPA 72.  Although the BEPC does not require a full-building smoke detection system, it is installed as a part of Cal Poly’s 
strategy for managing and responding to fire emergencies on campus.  The system provides a faster response to fires than 
simply having a flow switch in the sprinkler header and notifies the building using horns and strobes of sufficient intensity. 
In the performance-based analysis of this report, the detection and alarm system provided an early warning to the 
occupants.  For Scenario 1, the Required Safe Egress Time would have exceeded the Available Safe Egress Time if the 
detection and alarm system had not been provided in the area.  From these results, the benefit of having these systems 
installed can be clearly seen. 
The full-building sprinkler system complies with the requirements of NFPA 13, providing sufficient water supply and 
coverage in each occupancy per the hazard.  Although the performance-based analyses did not credit the sprinklers to 
control the postulated fires, the sprinklers could reduce overall damage, as well as reduce the Available Safe Egress time.   
Fire rated separation and structural fire protection both meet the requirements of the code.  The installed systems provide 
the necessary rated separation of occupancies in the BEPC.  The performance-based analyses found that even in a severe 
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fire, the rooms modeled were not subject to flashover.  In addition, the fire scenarios did not show any likely structural 
damage. 
A challenge that was identified for the facilities personnel responsible for the BEPC, is the need for administrative control 
of combustibles and storage.  Because of the high volume of students coming and going from the BEPC and the wide variety 
of projects being performed, it is important that oversight from a fire perspective is provided.  Quantities of flammable 
material that exceed the code requirements need to be identified and prevented from being brought into the BEPC.  
Blocking means of egress also needs to be closely monitored as large tooling and material is often being moved around.  An 
example of lack of administrative controls is the blocked fire sprinkler riser in Room 108.  In the event the fire service needs 
to access the riser, it would be difficult and potentially take some time to move objects blocking access. 
It is recommended that students have training prior to using the BEPC as a facility to perform work.  It is important the 
occupants be aware of potential hazards or threats and seek help to correct a potentially unsafe condition.  With proper 
facilities oversight, the BEPC could uphold a higher level of fire safety. 
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A-2 – Fire Alarm System Drawings 
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A-3 – Fire Suppression System Drawings 
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A-4 – Facility Services Drawings 
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A-5 – Original Construction Drawings 
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Attachment B – Egress System Analysis Details 
B-1 – Occupant Loading Summary 
Table B-1-1 – Occupant Load Summary 
Room Room Name Occupancy Classification Occupant Density Area Occupant Load 
0100-CWA Covered Work Area Industrial 100 8110 82 
0102-00 Robotics Lab/Vocational Room 50 652 14 
0103-00 Elevator Equipment Mechanical Equipment 0 80 0 
0104-00 Group Work/Society Assembly – Less Conc. 15 1787 120 
0105-00 Electrical Mechanical Equipment 0 92 0 
0107-00 Project Integration Industrial 100 2560 26 
0108-00 Dedicated Project #1 Industrial 100 412 5 
0109-00 Dedicated Project #2 Industrial 100 392 4 
0110-00 Dedicated Project #3 Industrial 100 627 7 
0111-00 Men's - 0 267 0 
0112-00 Women's - 0 295 0 
0113-00 Custodial Storage and Stock 500 125 1 
0114-00 Machine Shop Industrial 100 2033 21 
0115-00 Woodworking Shop Industrial 100 800 8 
0116-00 Tool Storage Industrial 100 324 4 
0117-00 Tech Support Business - Office 100 236 3 
0118-00 Cart Storage Storage and Stock 500 60 1 
0119-00 Main Data Frame Electrical Equipment 0 125 0 
0203-00 Device Control Lab Lab/Vocational Room 50 645 13 
0204-00 Open Computer Lab Lab/Vocational Room 50 708 26* 
0205-00 Computer Cluster Lab/Vocational Room 50 493 10 
0206-00 Telecommunication Mechanical Equipment 0 125 0 
0207-00 Custodial Storage and Stock 500 77 1 
0209-00 Chemistry Lab Lab/Vocational Room 50 422 9 
0210-00 Electronics Lab Lab/Vocational Room 50 504 11 
0211-00 Enclosed Mechanical Mechanical Equipment 0 305 0 
0212-00 Computer Lab Lab/Vocational Room 50 486 10 
0213-00 Mechanical Equipment - 0 - 0 
0214-00 Enclosed Work Area Mechanical Equipment 0 - 0 
0215-00 Server Electrical Equipment 0 130 0 
* Occupant Load conservatively increased based on number of fixed workstations in the area  
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B-2 – Egress Path Loading Estimation 
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Attachment C – Alarm System Analysis Details 
C-1 – Detection and Alarm Device Spacing and Types 
Table C-1-1 – Detectors by Room and Required Spacing 
Room # Sq Ft Ceiling Construction Installed Detectors NFPA 72 Detector Spacing 
0101-00 1764 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-06, 1-07, 1-08, 1-12, 1-37 30 ft 
0102-00 652 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-36 30 ft 
0103-00 80 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-10, 1-11 (Heat) 30 ft 
0104-00 1787 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-03, 1-04, 1-05 30 ft 
0105-00 92 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-01 30 ft 
0107-00 2560 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-20, 1-24, 1-25, 1-38, 1-39 30 ft 
0108-00 412 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-23 30 ft 
0109-00 392 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-22 30 ft 
0110-00 627 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-21 30 ft 
0111-00 267 Smooth Ceiling 1-26 30 ft 
0112-00 295 Smooth Ceiling 1-27 30 ft 
0113-00 125 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-13 30 ft 
0114-00 2033 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-14, 1-17, 1-18 30 ft 
0115-00 800 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-16 30 ft 
0116-00 324 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-19 30 ft 
0117-00 236 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-15 30 ft 
0118-00 60 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-09 30 ft 
0119-00 108 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-02 30 ft 
0201-00 1720 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-40, 1-41, 1-45, 1-46 30 ft 
0203-00 645 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-34, 1-35 30 ft 
0204-00 708 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-32, 1-33 30 ft 
0205-00 493 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-31 30 ft 
0206-00 83 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-29 30 ft 
0206-A0 74 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-28 30 ft 
0207-00 77 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-30 30 ft 
0209-00 422 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-47 30 ft 
0210-00 504 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-50 30 ft 
0211-00 305 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-51 30 ft 
0212-00 486 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-52 30 ft 
0215-00 130 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-42 30 ft 
E200-00 44 Solid Joist < 0.1H 1-43, 1-44 (Heat) 30 ft 
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Table C-1-2 – Listing of Installed Notification Appliances by Room 
Room # Ambient Sound Level Horn Location Strobe Location Visual Notification 
0101-00 45 Wall (85dBA) Wall N1-4 (15/75CD), N2-1 (15/75CD), N3-2 (15CD), N3-3 (15CD) 
0102-00 45 Wall (85dBA) Wall N1-3 (75CD) 
0103-00 80 N/A N/A None 
0104-00 55 Wall (85dBA) Wall N1-1 (75CD), N1-2 (75CD), N3-1 (75CD) 
0105-00 80 N/A N/A None 
0107-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N1-5 (75CD), N2-7 (75CD), N3-4 (15CD) 
0108-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N3-7 (15CD) 
0109-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N3-6 (15CD) 
0110-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N3-5 (75CD) 
0111-00 55 N/A Ceiling N1-7 (C 30CD) 
0112-00 55 N/A Ceiling N1-6 (C 30CD) 
0113-00 30 N/A N/A None 
0114-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N2-2 (75CD), N2-3 (75CD) 
0115-00 80 Wall (85dBA) Wall N2-4 (75CD) 
0116-00 30 N/A Wall N2-5 (15CD) 
0117-00 55 N/A Wall N2-6 (15CD) 
0118-00 30 N/A N/A None 
0119-00 80 N/A N/A None 
0201-00 45 Wall (85dBA) Wall N5-2 (30CD), N6-1 (75CD) 
0203-00 45 Wall (85dBA) Wall N5-5 (15CD), N5-7 (75CD) 
0204-00 45 N/A Wall N5-4 (30CD) 
0205-00 45 N/A Wall N5-3 (30CD) 
0206-00 80 N/A N/A None 
0206-A0 80 N/A N/A None 
0207-00 30 N/A N/A None 
0209-00 45 N/A Wall N6-2 (30CD) 
0210-00 45 N/A Wall N6-3 (30CD) 
0211-00 85 N/A Wall N6-6 (15CD) 
0212-00 45 N/A Wall N6-5 (30CD) 
0215-00 80 N/A Wall N5-6 (15CD) 
E200-00 45 N/A N/A None 
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C-2 – Secondary Power Supply Calculations 
Table C-2-1 – Fire Alarm Control Panel Battery Calculation 
Fire Alarm Battery Calculation 
Battery Calculation For: FACP   Project:   Bonderson Engineering Project Center 
Item Description 
Standby 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps)  Qty  
Total Standby 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps) 
Total Alarm 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps)  Qty  
Total System 
Alarm Current 
(Amps) 
FACP FACP 0.2850 X 1 = 0.2850 0.2850 X 1 = 0.2850 
SLC-1-2 Smoke Det 0.0003 X 36 = 0.0108 0.0065 X 36 = 0.2340 
SLC-1-3 HARSH Det 0.0270 X 12 = 0.3240 0.0340 X 12 = 0.4080 
SLC-1-4 Duct Det 0.0003 X 2 = 0.0006 0.0065 X 2 = 0.0130 
SLC-1-5 Heat Det 0.0003 X 2 = 0.0006 0.0065 X 2 = 0.0130 
SLC-1-6 Pull Station 0.0004 X 4 = 0.0015 0.0050 X 4 = 0.0200 
SLC-1-7 Module 0.0004 X 5 = 0.0018 0.0050 X 5 = 0.0250 
SLC-1-8 Relay 0.0004 X 4 = 0.0014 0.0065 X 4 = 0.0260 
NAC1-1 Horn/Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.1510 X 2 = 0.3020 
NAC1-2 Horn/Strobe (15/75CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0770 X 1 = 0.0770 
NAC1-3 Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.1230 X 2 = 0.2460 
NAC1-4 Strobe (30CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.0670 X 2 = 0.1340 
NAC2-1 Horn/Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.1510 X 2 = 0.3020 
NAC2-2 Horn/Strobe (15/75CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0770 X 1 = 0.0770 
NAC2-3 Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.1230 X 2 = 0.2460 
NAC2-4 Strobe (15CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.0430 X 2 = 0.0860 
NAC3-1 Horn/Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.1510 X 2 = 0.3020 
NAC3-2 Horn/Strobe (15CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.0710 X 2 = 0.1420 
NAC3-3 Strobe (15CD) 0.0000 X 3 = 0.0000 0.0430 X 3 = 0.1290 
NAC4-1 Bell 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0300 X 1 = 0.0300 
        Total = 0.6257     Total = 3.0970 
            
  Required 
Standby Time 
(hrs) 
  Total Standby 
Current 
(Amps) 
  Required 
Standby 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
Required Alarm 
Time (hrs) 
  Total Alarm 
Current 
(Amps) 
  Required 
Alarm 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  24 X 0.6257 = 15.02 0.08 X 3.10 = 0.26 
            
  Required 
Standby 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Required 
Alarm 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Total Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
Total Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Safety Factor 
(%) 
  Adjusted 
Battery 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  15.02 + 0.26 = 15.27 15.27 + 0.20 = 18.33 
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Table C-2-2 – Field Changing Power Supply Battery Calculation 
Fire Alarm battery Calculation 
Battery Calculation For: FCPS   Project:   Bonderson Engineering Project Center 
Item Description 
Standby 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps)  Qty  
Total Standby 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps) 
Total Alarm 
Current Per 
Unit (Amps)  Qty  
Total System 
Alarm Current 
(Amps) 
FCPS1 Power Supply 0.0900 X 1 = 0.0900 0.0900 X 1 = 0.0900 
NAC5-1 Horn 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0280 X 1 = 0.0280 
NAC5-2 Horn/Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.1510 X 1 = 0.1510 
NAC5-3 Horn/Strobe (30CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0950 X 1 = 0.0950 
NAC5-4 Strobe (15CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.0430 X 2 = 0.0860 
NAC5-5 Strobe (30CD) 0.0000 X 2 = 0.0000 0.0670 X 2 = 0.1340 
NAC6-1 Horn 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0280 X 1 = 0.0280 
NAC6-2 Horn/Strobe (75CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.1510 X 1 = 0.1510 
NAC6-3 Strobe (30CD) 0.0000 X 3 = 0.0000 0.0670 X 3 = 0.2010 
NAC6-4 Strobe (15CD) 0.0000 X 1 = 0.0000 0.0430 X 1 = 0.0430 
    Total = 0.0900   Total = 1.0070 
            
  Required 
Standby Time 
(hrs) 
  Total Standby 
Current 
(Amps) 
  Required 
Standby 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
Required Alarm 
Time (hrs) 
  Total Alarm 
Current 
(Amps) 
  Required 
Alarm 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  24 X 0.0900 = 2.16 0.08 X 1.01 = 0.08 
            
  
Required 
Standby 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Required 
Alarm 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Total Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
Total Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  Safety Factor 
(%) 
  Adjusted 
Battery 
Capacity 
(Amp-Hours) 
  2.16 + 0.08 = 2.24 2.24 + 0.20 = 2.69 
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C-3 – Example Inspection and Testing Form Used for BEPC 
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C-4 – Fire Alarm Device Specification Sheets 
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Attachment D – Suppression System Analysis Details 
D-1 – Hazard Classifications for Rooms in the BEPC 
Table 18 - Occupancy and Hazard Classification of BEPC Rooms 
Room # Room Type Room Sq Ft Occu./Hazard Class. 
101 Circulation 1764 N/A 
102 Educational/Vocational 652 LHO 
103 Mechanical/Elect 80 N/A 
104 Assembly Use 1787 LHO 
105 Mechanical/Elect 92 N/A 
107 Rsrch Lab Srv 2560 LHO 
108 Educational/Vocational 412 OH-2 
109 Educational/Vocational 392 OH-2 
110 Educational/Vocational 627 OH-2 
111 Restroom 267 N/A 
112 Restroom 295 N/A 
113 Custodial 125 N/A 
114 Machine Shop 2033 OH-2 
115 Woodworking 800 OH-2 
116 Rsrch Lab Srv 324 OH-2 
117 Other Office 236 LHO 
118 Gen Storage 60 LHO 
201 Lounge 1720 LHO 
202 Circulation 94 N/A 
203 Educational/Vocational 645 LHO 
204 Educational/Vocational 708 LHO 
205 Educational/Vocational 493 LHO 
206 Mechanical/Elect 83 N/A 
207 Custodial 77 N/A 
209 Educational/Vocational 422 LHO 
210 Educational/Vocational 504 LHO 
211 Educational/Vocational 305 LHO 
212 Educational/Vocational 486 LHO 
215 Educational/Vocational 130 LHO 
206-A Mechanical/Elect 74 N/A 
E100 Circulation 44 N/A 
E200 Circulation 44 N/A 
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D-2 – Suppression System Supply and Demand Curves 
Figure D-2-1 – BEPC Suppression System Supply and Demand Curve 
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D-3 – Hydraulic Flow Calculations 
Table D-3-1 – BEPC Hydraulic Flow Calculation for 2nd Level LHO 
Project name: Project Building                 Date: 3/10/2012 
Ste
p 
No. 
Nozzle Ident 
and Location 
Flow in 
gpm 
Pipe 
size 
Pipe 
Fitting
s and 
Device
s 
Equivale
nt Pipe 
Length 
Friction 
loss 
(psi/ft) 
Pressure 
Summar
y 
Normal 
Pressure Notes 
      q 12.0     L 10 
C
= 
12
0 Pt 4.6 Pt   k= 5.6 (all) 
1         
1.00 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 120*0.1=12gpm 
      Q 12.0 1.049   T 10 pf 
0.0
5 Pf 0.5 
P
n   Pt= (12/5.6)^2=4.59psi 
      q 12.6     L 9     Pt 5.1 Pt   q= 5.6 * (Pt)^1/2 
2         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   pf= 
(4.52*(Q)^(1.85))/(C^(1.85)*ID^(4.
87)) 
      Q 24.6 1.38   T 9 pf 
0.0
5 Pf 0.5 
P
n   Pf= 9*pf 
      q 13.2     L 13     Pt 5.5 Pt       
3         
1.25 
nom 
(2)1.25
E F 6     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 37.8 1.38   T 19 pf 
0.1
1 Pf 2.1 
P
n       
      q 15.5     L 10     Pt 7.7 Pt       
4         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 53.3 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.2
1 Pf 2.1 
P
n       
      q 17.5     L 10     Pt 9.8         
5         
1.50 
nom   F       
P
e         Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 70.8 1.61   T 10 pf 
0.1
7 Pf 1.7         
      q 18.9     L 6     Pt 
11.
4 Pt       
6         
1.50 
nom 1.5T F 8     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 89.8 1.61   T 14 pf 
0.2
6 Pf 3.6 
P
n       
      q       L       Pt 
15.
1 Pt       
BL3
5   
K-
factor         F       
P
e   
P
v   
Kbl35
= 89.8/(15.1)^.5=23.1 
      Q 89.8     T   pf   Pf   
P
n       
      q 12.0     L 8 
C
= 
12
0 Pt 4.6 Pt   k= 5.6 (all) 
7         
1.00 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 120*0.1=12gpm 
      Q 12.0 1.049   T 8 pf 
0.0
5 Pf 0.4 
P
n   Pt= (12/5.6)^2=4.59psi 
      q 12.5     L 5     Pt 5.0 Pt       
8         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 24.5 1.38   T 5 pf 
0.0
5 Pf 0.2 
P
n       
      q 12.8     L 10     Pt 5.2 Pt       
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9         
1.25 
nom 
(2)1.25
E F 6     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 37.3 1.38   T 16 pf 
0.1
1 Pf 1.7 
P
n       
      q 14.8     L 10     Pt 7.0 Pt       
10         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 52.1 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.2
0 Pf 2.0 
P
n       
      q 16.8     L 10     Pt 9.0         
11         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e         Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 68.9 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.3
4 Pf 3.4         
      q 19.7     L 10     Pt 
12.
4 Pt       
12         
1.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 88.6 1.61   T 10 pf 
0.2
5 Pf 2.5 
P
n       
      q 21.6     L 6     Pt 
14.
9 Pt      
13         
1.50 
nom 1.5T F 8     
P
e   
P
v    Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 
110.
3 1.61   T 14 pf 
0.3
8 Pf 5.3 
P
n       
      q       L       Pt 
20.
2 Pt       
BL3
3   
K-
factor         F       
P
e   
P
v   
Kbl33
= 110.3/(20.2)^.5=24.5 
      Q 
110.
3     T   pf   Pf   
P
n       
      q 89.8     L 12 
C
= 
12
0 Pt 
15.
1 Pt   k= 23.1 
14         
2.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 89.8 from step 6 
      Q 89.8 2.635   T 12 pf 
0.0
2 Pf 0.3 
P
n   Pt= (89.8/23.1)^2=psi 
      q 96.1     L 129     Pt 
15.
4 Pt   k= 24.5 
15         
2.50 
nom 
(5)2.5
E F 36     
P
e 6.1 
P
v   q= 24.5*(15.4)^.5=96.1 
      Q 
185.
9 2.635   T 165 pf 
0.0
9 Pf 
15.
0 
P
n   Pe= 14*.433 
      q       L 10     Pt 
36.
4 Pt       
16         
3.00 
nom (2)3E F 29     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 
185.
9 3.26 (1)3T T 39 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 1.3 
P
n       
      q       L 13     Pt 
37.
6 Pt       
17         
4.00 
nom   F       
P
e 5.6 
P
v       
      Q 
185.
9 4.26   T 13 pf 
0.0
1 Pf 0.1 
P
n   Pe= 13*.433 
      q       L       Pt 
43.
4         
  
BO
R           F       
P
e         
Demand at BOR = 185.9 gpm at 
43.4 psi 
      Q 
185.
9     T   pf   Pf           
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Table D-3-2 – BEPC Hydraulic Flow Calculation for 1st Level OHO 
Project name: Project Building                 Date: 3/10/2012 
Ste
p 
No. 
Nozzle 
Ident and 
Location 
Flow in 
gpm 
Pipe 
size 
Pipe 
Fitting
s and 
Device
s 
Equivale
nt Pipe 
Length 
Friction 
loss 
(psi/ft) 
Pressure 
Summar
y 
Normal 
Pressure Notes 
      q 20.0     L 10 
C
= 120 Pt 
12.
8 Pt   k= 5.6 (all) 
1         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 100*0.2=20gpm 
      Q 20.0 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 0.3 
P
n   Pt= (20/5.6)^2=12.75psi 
      q 20.3     L 10     Pt 
13.
1 Pt   q= 5.6 * (Pt)^1/2 
2         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   pf= 
(4.52*(Q)^(1.85))/(C^(1.85)*ID^(4.8
7)) 
      Q 40.3 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.1
2 Pf 1.2 
P
n   Pf= pf*Ltotal 
      q 21.2     L 38     Pt 
14.
3 Pt       
3         
1.50 
nom 
(2)1.5
E F 16     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 61.5 1.61 
(1)1.5
T T 54 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 7.0 
P
n       
                      Pt 
21.
3         
BL1
1                             
Kbl11
= 61.5/(21.3)^.5=13.3 
                                  
      q 20.0     L 10     Pt 
12.
8 Pt       
4         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 1 
      Q 20.0 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 0.3 
P
n       
      q 20.3     L 10     Pt 
13.
1         
5         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e         Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 40.3 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.1
2 Pf 1.2         
      q 21.2     L 36     Pt 
14.
3 Pt       
6         
1.50 
nom 
(2)1.5
E F 16     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 61.5 1.61 
(1)1.5
T T 52 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 6.7 
P
n       
                      Pt 
21.
0         
BL0
9                             
Kbl09
= 61.5/(21)^.5=13.4 
                                  
      q 20.0     L 10 
C
= 120 Pt 
12.
8 Pt       
7         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 1 
      Q 20.0 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 0.3 
P
n       
      q 20.3     L 10     Pt 
13.
1 Pt       
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8         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 40.3 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.1
2 Pf 1.2 
P
n       
      q 21.2     L 37     Pt 
14.
3 Pt       
9         
1.50 
nom   F 8     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 61.5 1.61 
(1)1.5
T T 45 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 5.8 
P
n       
                      Pt 
20.
1         
BL0
7                             
Kbl07
= 61.5/(20.1)^.5=13.7 
                                  
      q 20.0     L 10     Pt 
12.
8 Pt       
10         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 1 
      Q 20.0 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 0.3 
P
n       
      q 20.3     L 10     Pt 
13.
1         
11         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e         Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 40.3 1.38   T 10 pf 
0.1
2 Pf 1.2         
      q 21.2     L 37     Pt 
14.
3 Pt       
12         
1.50 
nom 
(4)1.5
E F 24     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 61.5 1.61 
(1)1.5
T T 61 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 7.9 
P
n       
                      Pt 
22.
2         
BL0
5                             
Kbl05
= 61.5/(22.2)^.5=13.05 
                                  
      q 20.0     L 6     Pt 
12.
8 Pt      
13         
1.25 
nom   F 8     
P
e   
P
v    Same calcs as step 1 
      Q 20.0 1.38   T 14 pf 
0.0
3 Pf 0.5 
P
n       
      q 20.4     L 12 
C
= 120 Pt 
13.
2 Pt       
14         
1.25 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 40.4 1.38   T 12 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 1.5 
P
n       
      q 21.5     L 35     Pt 
14.
7 Pt       
15         
1.50 
nom 
(2)1.5
E F 32     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 61.9 1.61 
(3)1.5
T T 67 pf 
0.1
3 Pf 8.7 
P
n       
                      Pt 
23.
5         
BL0
3                             
Kbl03
= 61.9/(23.5)^.5=12.8 
                                  
      q 61.4     L 8     Pt 
21.
3 Pt       
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16   
BL11 
to     
2.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 13.3*(21.3)^.5=61.4 
    BL09 Q 61.4 2.635   T 8 pf 
0.0
1 Pf 0.1 
P
n       
      q 62.0     L 8     Pt 
21.
4 Pt       
17   
BL09 
to     
2.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 13.4*(21.4)^.5=62 
    BL07 Q 
123.
4 2.635   T 8 pf 
0.0
4 Pf 0.3 
P
n       
      q 63.9     L 10     Pt 
21.
7 Pt       
18   
BL07 
to     
2.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 13.7*(21.7)^.5=63.9 
    BL05 Q 
187.
2 2.635   T 10 pf 
0.0
9 Pf 0.9 
P
n       
      q 62.4     L 9     Pt 
22.
7 Pt       
19   
BL05 
to     
2.50 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v   q= 13.1*(22.7)^.5=62.4 
    BL03 Q 
249.
6 2.635   T 9 pf 
0.1
6 Pf 1.4 
P
n       
      q 62.8     L 18     Pt 
24.
1 Pt       
20         
2.50 
nom 
(1)2.5
T F 12     
P
e   
P
v   q= 12.8*(24.1)^.5=62.8 
      Q 
312.
4 2.635   T 30 pf 
0.2
4 Pf 7.1 
P
n       
      q       L 78     Pt 
31.
2 Pt       
21         
3.00 
nom (1)3E F 22     
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 
312.
4 3.26 (1)3T T 100 pf 
0.0
8 Pf 8.4 
P
n       
      q       L 13     Pt 
39.
6 Pt       
22         
4.00 
nom   F       
P
e   
P
v     Same calcs as step 2 
      Q 
312.
4 4.26   T 13 pf 
0.0
2 Pf 0.3 
P
n       
                        
39.
9         
BO
R                               
Demand at BOR = 312.4 gpm at 
39.9 psi 
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Attachment E – Performance-Based Calculation Details 
E-1 – Pathfinder Calculation Results 
***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY*** 
 
Simulation:         BEPC 20130428 
Mode:               Steering 
Total Occupants:    376 
Last Out:           57.0s 
 
[Components] All:   89 
[Components] Doors: 52 
Triangles:          541 
Startup Time:       0.4s 
CPU Time:           8.6s 
 
           ROOM/DOOR   FIRST IN   LAST OUT  TOTAL USE  FLOW AVG. 
                         (s)        (s)      (pers)    (pers/s)  
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  --------- 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room101        0.8       44.8        207            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room102        0.0        9.4         14            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room103        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room104        0.0       36.9        120            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room105        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room107        0.0       12.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room108        0.0        4.5          5            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room109        0.0        4.7          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room110        0.0        5.3          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room111        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room112        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room113        0.0        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room114        0.0       20.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room115        0.0        6.2          8            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room116        0.0        3.9          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room117        0.0        6.5          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room118        0.0        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room119        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room30       15.0       42.9         33            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Covered Work Area        0.0       57.0        136            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room34       10.8       38.7         47            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Stair04        3.3       37.4         47            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Stair05       12.0       40.7         47            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room209        0.0       26.9         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206A        0.0        0.0          0            
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room207        0.0        3.2          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room205        0.0       11.1         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room204        0.0       10.4         26            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room203        0.0        7.4         13            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room215        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room210        0.0       16.3         12            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room211        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room212        0.0        8.5         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2        0.8       29.9         79            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2Out        3.2       33.5         33            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Stair02        7.8       40.6         33            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door01        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door02        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door04        1.7       12.4          3        0.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door08        2.6        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door12        2.7        8.2          4        0.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door13        0.8        3.9          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door14        1.0        6.5          7        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door21        1.4        4.5          5        1.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door22        1.7        4.7          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door23        2.9        5.1          2        0.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door24        1.2        5.3          5        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door28        2.0        9.4         14        1.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door29        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door30        0.8       28.7         75        2.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door31        1.9       36.9         45        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door32        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door33        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door34        1.8        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door35        3.4       42.1        102        2.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door36        4.1       20.9         26        1.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door37        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door38        1.3        6.2          6        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door39        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door40        2.8        3.5          2            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door41       17.3       42.9         33        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door58        1.3       11.3          6        0.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door59        6.0       31.5         14        0.5 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door60        1.0       57.0         58        1.0 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door61        2.8       54.9         64        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door62        3.6       44.8         24        0.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door63        6.7       44.4         81        2.1 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door64        0.9       12.9         21        1.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door42        4.8       28.3         32        1.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door43        3.2        3.2          1            
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door44        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door45        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door46        4.8       11.1         10        1.6 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door47        2.8        8.5         10        1.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door48        0.8       10.4         26        2.7 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door49        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door50        2.1        7.4          6        1.1 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door51        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door52        1.0       16.3         12        0.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door53        2.4       26.9         10        0.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door54        2.3        7.3          7        1.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door55        0.0        0.0          0            
      Stair04 door 1        3.3       29.9         47        1.8 
      Stair04 door 2       10.8       37.4         47        1.8 
      Stair05 door 1       12.0       38.7         47        1.8 
      Stair05 door 2       13.5       40.7         47        1.7 
      Stair02 door 1        7.8       33.5         33        1.3 
      Stair02 door 2       15.0       40.6         33        1.3 
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------   
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***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY*** 
 
Simulation:         BEPC Scenario 1 20130428 
Mode:               Steering 
Total Occupants:    376 
Last Out:           75.8s 
 
[Components] All:   83 
[Components] Doors: 48 
Triangles:          531 
Startup Time:       0.1s 
CPU Time:           5.3s 
 
           ROOM/DOOR   FIRST IN   LAST OUT  TOTAL USE  FLOW AVG. 
                         (s)        (s)      (pers)    (pers/s)  
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  --------- 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room101        0.8       42.1        160            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room102        0.0        9.4         14            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room103        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room104        0.0       36.8        120            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room105        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room107        0.0       12.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room108        0.0        4.5          5            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room109        0.0        4.7          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room110        0.0        5.3          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room111        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room112        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room113        0.0        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room114        0.0       20.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room115        0.0        6.2          8            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room116        0.0        3.9          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room117        0.0        6.5          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room118        0.0        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room119        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room30       15.0       75.8         80            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Covered Work Area        0.0       57.0        136            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room34        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room209        0.0        8.3          9            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206A        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room207        0.0        3.2          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room205        0.0       12.5         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room204        0.0       11.8         26            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room203        0.0       10.7         13            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room215        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room210        0.0        8.6         11            
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room211        8.7       13.1          4            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room212        0.0        8.5         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2        0.8       61.1         79            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2Out        3.2       66.4         80            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Stair02        7.8       73.5         80            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door01        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door02        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door04        1.7       12.4          3        0.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door08        2.6        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door12        2.7        8.2          4        0.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door13        0.8        3.9          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door14        1.0        6.5          7        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door21        1.4        4.5          5        1.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door22        1.7        4.7          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door23        2.9        5.1          2        0.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door24        1.2        5.3          5        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door28        2.0        9.4         14        1.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door29        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door30        0.8       28.7         74        2.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door31        1.9       36.8         46        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door32        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door33        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door34        1.8        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door35        3.4       42.1        101        2.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door36        4.1       20.9         26        1.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door37        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door38        1.3        6.2          6        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door39        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door40        2.8        3.5          2            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door41       17.3       75.8         80        1.4 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door58        1.3       11.3          6        0.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door59        6.0       31.5         14        0.5 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door60        1.0       57.0         58        1.0 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door61        2.8       54.9         64        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door62        3.6       16.4         19        1.5 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door63        6.7       41.3         40        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door64        0.9       12.9         21        1.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door42        4.8       61.1         79        1.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door43        3.2        3.2          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door44        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door45        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door46        4.8       12.5         10        1.3 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door47        2.8        8.5         10        1.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door48        0.8       11.8         26        2.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door49        8.7       13.1          4        0.9 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door50        2.0       10.7         12        1.4 
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door51        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door52        1.0        8.6         11        1.5 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door53        2.4        8.3          9        1.5 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door54        3.0        3.0          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door55        0.0        0.0          0            
      Stair02 door 1        7.8       66.4         80        1.4 
      Stair02 door 2       15.0       73.5         80        1.4 
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  --------- 
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***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY*** 
 
Simulation:         BEPC Scenario 4 20130511 
Mode:               Steering 
Total Occupants:    376 
Last Out:           77.7s 
 
[Components] All:   88 
[Components] Doors: 51 
Triangles:          535 
Startup Time:       0.1s 
CPU Time:           6.6s 
 
           ROOM/DOOR   FIRST IN   LAST OUT  TOTAL USE  FLOW AVG. 
                         (s)        (s)      (pers)    (pers/s)  
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  --------- 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room101        0.9       77.7        207            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room102        0.0        9.4         14            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room103        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room104        0.0       76.2        120            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room105        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room107        0.0       12.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room108        0.0        4.5          5            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room109        0.0        4.7          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room110        0.0        5.3          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room111        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room112        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room113        0.0        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room114        0.0       20.9         30            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room115        0.0        6.2          8            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room116        0.0        3.9          4            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room117        0.0        6.5          7            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room118        0.0        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room119        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room30       15.0       42.9         33            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Covered Work Area        0.0       57.0        136            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Room34       10.8       38.7         47            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Stair04        3.3       37.4         47            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Stair05       12.0       40.2         47            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room209        0.0       26.9         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206A        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room206        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room207        0.0        3.2          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room205        0.0       11.1         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room204        0.0       10.4         26            
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room203        0.0        7.4         13            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room215        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room210        0.0       16.3         12            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room211        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Room212        0.0        8.5         10            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2        0.8       29.9         79            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Corridor2Out        3.2       33.5         33            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Stair02        7.8       40.6         33            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door01        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door02        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door04        1.7       12.4          3        0.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door08        2.6        2.6          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door12        2.7        8.2          4        0.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door13        0.8        3.9          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door14        1.0        6.5          7        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door21        1.4        4.5          5        1.7 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door22        1.7        4.7          4        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door23        2.9        5.1          2        0.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door24        1.2        5.3          5        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door28        2.0        9.4         14        1.9 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door29        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door32        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door33        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door34        1.8        1.8          1            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door35        3.3       77.7        120        1.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door36        4.1       20.9         26        1.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door37        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door38        1.3        6.2          6        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door39        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door40        2.8        3.5          2            
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door41       17.3       42.9         33        1.3 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door58        1.3       11.3          6        0.6 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door59        6.0       31.5         14        0.5 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door60        1.0       57.0         58        1.0 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door61        2.8       54.9         64        1.2 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door62        3.6       16.4         19        1.5 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door63        6.7       44.0         68        1.8 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door64        0.9       12.9         21        1.8 
Floors->Floor 0.0 ft->Door69        1.7       76.2        120        1.6 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door42        4.8       28.3         32        1.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door43        3.2        3.2          1            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door44        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door45        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door46        4.8       11.1         10        1.6 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door47        2.8        8.5         10        1.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door48        0.8       10.4         26        2.7 
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Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door49        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door50        2.1        7.4          6        1.1 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door51        0.0        0.0          0            
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door52        1.0       16.3         12        0.8 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door53        2.4       26.9         10        0.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door54        2.3        7.3          7        1.4 
Floors->Floor 14.083 ft->Door55        0.0        0.0          0            
      Stair04 door 1        3.3       29.9         47        1.8 
      Stair04 door 2       10.8       37.4         47        1.8 
      Stair05 door 1       12.0       38.7         47        1.8 
      Stair05 door 2       13.5       40.2         47        1.8 
      Stair02 door 1        7.8       33.5         33        1.3 
      Stair02 door 2       15.0       40.6         33        1.3 
--------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  --------- 
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E-2 – FDT Summary used for Peak HRR and Burning Duration of Scenario 2 
CHAPTER 3. ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS OF LIQUID POOL FIRE,  
HEAT RELEASE RATE, BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT   
Version 1805.0         
The following calculations estimate the heat release rate, burning duration, and flame height for 
liquid pool fire.    
Parameters in YELLOW CELLS are Entered by the User.        
Parameters in GREEN CELLS are Automatically Selected from the DROP DOWN MENU for the Fuel Selected.  
All subsequent output values are calculated by the spreadsheet and based on values specified 
in the input    
parameters.  This spreadsheet is protected and secure to avoid errors due to a wrong entry in a 
cell(s).    
The chapter in the NUREG should be read before an analysis 
is made.        
        
INPUT PARAMETERS        
               
 Fuel Spill Volume (V)   25.00 gallons 0.0946 
 
Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area 
(Adike)   48.00 ft2 4.459 
 
Mass Burning Rate of Fuel 
(m")   0.041 kg/m2-sec  
 Effective Heat of Combustion of Fuel (Hc,eff)  25800 kJ/kg  
 
Fuel Density 
()    791 kg/m3  
 Empirical Constant (k)   1.9 m-1  
 Ambient Air Temperature (Ta)   77.00 °F 25.00 
       298.00 
 Gravitational Acceleration (g)   9.81 m/sec2  
 Ambient Air Density (a)   1.18 kg/m3  
     
Calculat
e   
 
Note:  Air density will automatically correct with Ambient Air 
Temperature (Ta) Input     
THERMAL PROPERTIES DATA           
                                                  BURNING RATE DATA FOR LIQUID HYDROCARBON 
FUELS   
Fuel 
Mass Burning Rate 
Heat of 
Combustion   Density 
Empirical 
Constant 
m" (kg/m2-
sec)   Hc,eff (kJ/kg)   (kg/m3) km 
Methanol   0.017   20,000   796 100 
Ethanol   0.015   26,800   794 100 
Butane   0.078   45,700   573 2.7 
Benzene   0.085   40,100   874 2.7 
Hexane   0.074   44,700   650 1.9 
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Heptane   0.101   44,600   675 1.1 
Xylene   0.09   40,800   870 1.4 
Acetone   0.041   25,800   791 1.9 
Dioxane   0.018   26,200   1035 5.4 
Diethy Ether   0.085   34,200   714 0.7 
Benzine   0.048   44,700   740 3.6 
Gasoline   0.055   43,700   740 2.1 
Kerosine   0.039   43,200   820 3.5 
Diesel   0.045   44,400   918 2.1 
JP-4   0.051   43,500   760 3.6 
JP-5   0.054   43,000   810 1.6 
Transformer Oil, Hydrocarbon 0.039   46,000   760 0.7 
561 Silicon Transformer Fluid 0.005   28,100   960 100 
Fuel Oil, 
Heavy   0.035   39,700   970 1.7 
Crude Oil   0.0335   42,600   855 2.8 
Lube Oil   0.039   46,000   760 0.7 
User Specified Value Enter Value   Enter Value   Enter Value Enter Value 
Reference:  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002, 
Page 3-26.       
ESTIMATING POOL FIRE HEAT RELEASE RATE      
 
Reference:  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, 2002, 
Page 3-25.   
        
 Q = m"Hc,eff (1 - e-kD) Adike      
 Where Q = pool fire heat release rate (kW)    
  
m" = mass burning rate of fuel per unit surface area (kg/m2-
sec)   
  
Hc,eff = effective heat of combustion of fuel 
(kJ/kg)    
  
Af = Adike = surface area of pool fire (area involved in 
vaporization) (m2)   
  
k= empirical constant (m-
1)     
  
D = diameter of pool fire (diameter involved in vaporization, circular pool is 
assumed) (m)  
        
 
Pool Fire Diameter 
Calculation      
 Adike =  D2/4      
 Where Adike = surface area of pool fire (m2)      
  D = pool fire diamter (m)      
 D = √(4Adike/)       
 D =  2.383 m     
        
 
Heat Release Rate 
Calculation  
(Liquids with relatively high flash point, like 
transformer oil, require  
 Q = m"Hc,eff (1-e-kD) Adike  
localized heating to achieve 
ignition) 
 
 
 
 
 Q =  4666.11 kW 4422.63 Btu/sec   
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ESTIMATING POOL FIRE BURNING DURATION         
 
Reference:  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition, 1995, 
Page 3-197.   
        
 tb = 4V / D2       
 Where tb = burning duration of pool fire (sec)    
  V = volume of liquid (m3)     
  D = pool diameter (m)     
   = regression rate (m/sec)     
        
 
Calculation for Regression 
Rate      
  = m"      
 Where  = regression rate (m/sec)     
  m" mass burning rate of fuel (kg/m2-sec)    
  
 = liquid fuel density 
(kg/m3)     
  = 0.000052 m/sec     
        
 
Burning Duration 
Calculation      
 tb = 4V/D2     
 
 
 
 
 tb =  409.43 sec 6.82 minutes   
 
Note that a liquid pool fire with a given amount of fuel can burn for long 
periods of time over small area or for    
 
short periods of time over a 
large area.          
        
ESTIMATING POOL FIRE FLAME HEIGHT           
METHOD OF HESKESTAD       
 
Reference:  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition, 1995, 
Page 2-10.   
        
 Hf = 0.235 Q2/5 - 1.02 D      
 Where 
Hf = pool fire flame height 
(m)     
  Q = pool fire heat release rate (kW)    
  D = pool fire diameter (m)     
        
 Pool Fire Flame Height Calculation     
 Hf = 0.235 Q2/5 - 1.02 D      
 Hf = 4.47 m 14.65 ft 
 
 
 
 
        
METHOD OF THOMAS       
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Reference:  SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition, 1995, 
Page 3-204.   
        
 Hf = 42 D (m"a √(g D))0.61      
 Where 
Hf = pool fire flame height 
(m)     
  
m" = mass burning rate of fuel per unit surface area (kg/m2-
sec)   
  
a = ambient air density 
(kg/m3)     
  D = pool fire diameter (m)     
  g = gravitational acceleration (m/sec2)    
        
 Pool Fire Flame Height Calculation     
 Hf = 42 D (m"a √(g D))0.61    
 
 
 
 
 Hf = 4.92 m 16.14 ft   
 
 
 
       
        
 Calculation Method Flame Height (ft)    
 METHOD OF HESKESTAD 14.65      
 METHOD OF THOMAS 16.14      
                
ESTIMATING POOL FIRE RESULTS FOR RANDOM SIZE SPILLS USING INPUT PARAMETERS  
        
 Area (ft2) Area (m2) 
Diameter 
(m) Q (kW) tb (sec) 
Hf (ft) 
(Heskestad) 
Hf (ft) 
(Thomas) 
 1 0.09 0.34 97.21 19652.41 3.66 4.20 
 2 0.19 0.49 194.42 9826.21 4.72 5.35 
 3 0.28 0.60 291.63 6550.80 5.47 6.16 
 4 0.37 0.69 388.84 4913.10 6.07 6.80 
 5 0.46 0.77 486.05 3930.48 6.58 7.35 
 6 0.56 0.84 583.26 3275.40 7.03 7.83 
 7 0.65 0.91 680.47 2807.49 7.43 8.26 
 8 0.74 0.97 777.68 2456.55 7.79 8.66 
 9 0.84 1.03 874.90 2183.60 8.13 9.02 
 10 0.93 1.09 972.11 1965.24 8.44 9.36 
 11 1.02 1.14 1069.32 1786.58 8.73 9.67 
 12 1.11 1.19 1166.53 1637.70 9.01 9.97 
 13 1.21 1.24 1263.74 1511.72 9.27 10.25 
 14 1.30 1.29 1360.95 1403.74 9.52 10.52 
 15 1.39 1.33 1458.16 1310.16 9.75 10.77 
 20 1.86 1.54 1944.21 982.62 10.80 11.90 
 25 2.32 1.72 2430.26 786.10 11.68 12.86 
 50 4.65 2.43 4860.53 393.05 14.86 16.37 
 75 6.97 2.98 7290.79 262.03 17.08 18.84 
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 100 9.29 3.44 9721.06 196.52 18.84 20.82 
        
 Caution! The purpose of this random spill size chart is to aid the user in evaluating the    
 hazard of random sized spills.  Please note that the calculation doe not take into account     
 the viscosity or volatility of the liquid, or the absorptivity of the surface.  The results   
 generated for small volume spills over large areas should be used with extreme caution.  
 
 
 
 
      
        
 
The above calculations are based on principles developed in the SFPE 
Handbook of Fire   
 Protection Engineering, 2nd Edition, 1995.       
 
Calculations are based on certain assumptions and have inherent limitations.  
The results   
 
of such calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities 
for a given   
 situation, and should only be interpreted by an informed user.     
 
Although each calculation in the spreadsheet has been verified with the results 
of hand   
 
calculation, there is no absolute guarantee of the accuracy of these 
calculations.   
 
Any questions, comments, concerns, and suggestions, or to report an error(s) 
in the   
 
spreadsheets, please send an email to nxi@nrc.gov or 
mxs3@nrc.gov.     
  
 
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
        
Prepared by: John Cote Date 4/10/2013 Organization     
        
Checked by:   Date   Organization     
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E-3 – Fire Dynamics Simulator Input Files for Scenarios 1-4 
Scenario 1 – Lounge Area 
BEPC_-_Corridor_20130415.fds 
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2012.1.1221 
Apr 15, 2013 8:59:53 PM 
 
&HEAD CHID='BEPC_-_Corridor_20130415', TITLE='Corridor Fire in BEPC'/ 
&TIME T_END=440.0/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='BEPC_-_Corridor_20130415.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/ 
&MISC CO_PRODUCTION=.TRUE./ 
&RADI RADTMP=900.0/ 
 
&MESH ID='MESH', IJK=149,44,36, XB=12.032,49.282,25.2174,36.2174,-0.160736,8.83926/ 
 
&PART ID='Water', 
      WATER=.TRUE., 
      AGE=60.0, 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=4.184, 
      MELTING_TEMPERATURE=0.0, 
      VAPORIZATION_TEMPERATURE=100.0, 
      HEAT_OF_VAPORIZATION=2259.0/ 
 
&PROP ID='Default_Water Spray', 
      QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', 
      ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=74.0, 
      PART_ID='Water', 
      FLOW_RATE=1.0, 
      DROPLET_VELOCITY=5.0/ 
&PROP ID='Cleary Ionization I1', 
      QUANTITY='CHAMBER OBSCURATION', 
      ALPHA_E=2.5, 
      BETA_E=-0.7, 
      ALPHA_C=0.8, 
      BETA_C=-0.9/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=14.3256,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK02', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=17.3736,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK03', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=20.4216,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK04', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=23.4696,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK05', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=26.5176,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK06', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=29.5656,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK07', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=32.6136,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK08', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=35.6616,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK09', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=38.7096,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK10', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=41.7576,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK11', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=44.8056,34.1376,8.2296/ 
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&DEVC ID='SPRK12', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=47.8536,34.1376,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK13', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=19.812,26.8224,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1302', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=19.812,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SD', PROP_ID='Cleary Ionization I1', XYZ=19.812,28.3464,8.382/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1303', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=22.2504,26.8224,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK130202', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=22.2504,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1304', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=17.3736,26.8224,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK130203', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=17.3736,29.8704,8.2296/ 
 
&MATL ID='GYPSUM', 
      FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.09, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=0.17, 
      DENSITY=930.0/ 
&MATL ID='Glass', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.83736, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=1.05, 
      DENSITY=2500.0, 
      ABSORPTION_COEFFICIENT=0.1, 
      EMISSIVITY=0.93/ 
 
&SURF ID='Gyp Wall', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='GYPSUM', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.0316992/ 
&SURF ID='Fire - Sofa', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1639.0, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.00333333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=20.0, F=0.01/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=40.0, F=0.0133333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=80.0, F=0.02/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.0333333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=120.0, F=0.0666667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=140.0, F=0.166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=160.0, F=0.333333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=180.0, F=0.466667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=200.0, F=0.583333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=220.0, F=0.833333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=240.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=320.0, F=0.833333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=340.0, F=0.583333/ 
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&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=360.0, F=0.466667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=380.0, F=0.333333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=400.0, F=0.166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=420.0, F=0.133333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=440.0, F=0.1/ 
&SURF ID='Glass', 
      FYI='Glass', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='Glass', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.00635/ 
 
&OBST XB=12.032,12.1844,31.4674,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=15.08,15.2324,31.4674,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=18.128,18.2804,25.2984,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=21.176,21.3284,25.2984,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2][1] 
&OBST XB=24.224,24.3764,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1] 
&OBST XB=27.272,27.4244,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][1] 
&OBST XB=30.32,30.4724,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][2] 
&OBST XB=33.368,33.5204,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][3] 
&OBST XB=36.416,36.5684,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4] 
&OBST XB=39.464,39.6164,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][5] 
&OBST XB=42.512,42.6644,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][6] 
&OBST XB=45.56,45.7124,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][7] 
&OBST XB=48.608,48.7604,32.0954,36.2174,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][8] 
&OBST XB=22.032,22.5575,27.9883,31.4674,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_IDS='Fire - Sofa','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=22.5575,22.7444,27.9883,31.4674,4.2672,5.28997, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.9614,17.603,28.6492,31.4127,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=16.9614,17.1684,28.6492,31.4127,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=16.9631,17.6045,25.3022,27.0933,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.6053,18.2622,25.3022,25.9368,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.9631,17.0994,25.3022,27.0933,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.0994,18.2622,25.3022,25.4508,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,18.032,35.9674,36.2174,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=12.032,22.782,31.4674,31.9674,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=12.032,30.282,35.7174,35.9674,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=12.032,49.032,31.9674,35.7174,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=16.782,22.782,25.2174,31.4674,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=30.282,46.782,31.4674,31.7174,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=30.282,49.032,31.7174,31.9674,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=39.532,46.782,35.7174,36.2174,8.58926,8.83926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Corridor Roof 
&OBST XB=12.032,18.032,35.9674,36.2174,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,22.782,31.4674,31.9674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,30.282,35.7174,35.9674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,49.032,31.9674,35.7174,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.782,17.032,25.2174,31.4674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=16.782,22.782,25.2174,31.4674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.782,28.032,31.9674,32.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=22.782,30.532,31.9674,32.2174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=26.282,26.532,27.4674,29.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=26.282,30.532,27.2174,27.4674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=26.282,30.532,27.2174,29.2174,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=28.032,30.282,31.4674,31.9674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=28.032,30.532,29.2174,31.4674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,30.532,27.4674,31.4674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,30.532,31.4674,31.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,49.032,31.4674,31.9674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=34.782,46.782,35.7174,36.2174,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,49.032,31.7174,31.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.032,22.782,25.2174,25.2174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=26.532,28.032,29.2174,29.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.532,46.782,31.4674,31.4674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.532,49.032,31.4674,31.4674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=22.782,22.782,25.2174,31.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=28.032,28.032,29.2174,31.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,46.782,31.4674,31.7174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=49.032,49.032,31.4674,35.7174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=49.032,49.032,31.9674,35.4674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,17.782,31.4674,31.9674,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=12.032,18.032,35.9674,36.2174,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=12.032,30.282,35.7174,35.9674,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=12.032,49.032,31.9674,35.7174,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=26.282,30.532,27.2174,29.2174,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=28.032,30.532,29.2174,31.4674,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=28.032,49.032,31.4674,31.9674,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=34.782,46.782,35.7174,36.2174,-0.160736,0.089264, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Slab 
&OBST XB=12.032,12.282,31.4674,35.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,17.782,35.9674,36.2174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.782,18.032,35.9674,36.2174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,39.782,35.4674,35.7174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=39.532,39.782,35.7174,35.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=39.532,46.782,35.9674,36.2174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,49.032,35.4674,35.7174,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.282,17.032,31.4674,31.4674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=18.032,30.282,35.9674,35.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,30.282,35.7174,35.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,46.782,35.7174,35.9674,4.33926,8.58926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,12.282,31.4674,35.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,17.782,35.9674,36.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.532,17.782,31.4674,32.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.782,18.032,35.9674,36.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,34.782,35.4674,35.7174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=34.782,46.782,35.9674,36.2174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,49.032,35.4674,35.7174,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.282,17.532,31.4674,31.4674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=18.032,30.282,35.9674,35.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.282,30.282,35.7174,35.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=34.782,34.782,35.7174,35.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.782,46.782,35.7174,35.9674,0.089264,4.08926, COLOR='INVISIBLE', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=12.282,17.532,31.4674,32.2174,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80'/ Lobby Opening 
&HOLE XB=12.282,18.282,32.2174,35.9674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80'/ Lobby Opening 
&HOLE XB=21.282,27.282,32.2174,33.4674,4.08926,4.33926, COLOR='GRAY 80'/ Stair 1 Opening 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=12.032,12.032,25.2174,36.2174,-0.160736,8.83926, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=12.032,49.282,25.2174,25.2174,-0.160736,8.83926, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=12.032,49.282,25.2174,36.2174,8.8392,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=49.282,49.282,25.2174,36.2174,-0.160736,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=12.032,49.282,36.2174,36.2174,-0.160736,8.83926, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=28.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=34.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=34.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='carbon monoxide', PBY=34.0/ 
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Scenario 2 – Project Integration Area 
 
BEPC_-_PI_107_20130415_-_1.fds 
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2012.1.1221 
Apr 15, 2013 9:01:35 PM 
 
&HEAD CHID='BEPC_-_PI_107_20130415_-_1'/ 
&TIME T_END=440.0/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='BEPC_-_PI_107_20130415_-_1.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/ 
&MISC CO_PRODUCTION=.TRUE./ 
 
&MESH ID='MESH02', IJK=99,74,34, XB=5.68799,30.438,13.5455,32.0455,-0.25,8.8392/ 
 
&PART ID='Water', 
      WATER=.TRUE., 
      AGE=60.0, 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=4.184, 
      MELTING_TEMPERATURE=0.0, 
      VAPORIZATION_TEMPERATURE=100.0, 
      HEAT_OF_VAPORIZATION=2259.0/ 
 
&PROP ID='Cleary Photoelectric P1', 
      QUANTITY='CHAMBER OBSCURATION', 
      ALPHA_E=1.8, 
      BETA_E=-1.0, 
      ALPHA_C=1.0, 
      BETA_C=-0.8/ 
&PROP ID='Default_Water Spray', 
      QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', 
      ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=74.0, 
      PART_ID='Water', 
      FLOW_RATE=1.0, 
      DROPLET_VELOCITY=5.0/ 
&DEVC ID='SD02', PROP_ID='Cleary Photoelectric P1', XYZ=10.7899,28.4378,8.382/ 
&DEVC ID='SD0202', PROP_ID='Cleary Photoelectric P1', XYZ=10.7899,22.3418,8.382/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=6.7056,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1502', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=9.6012,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1503', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=12.4968,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1504', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=15.3924,29.8704,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1505', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=6.7056,26.9748,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150202', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=9.6012,26.9748,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150302', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=12.4968,26.9748,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150402', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=15.3924,26.9748,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1506', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=6.7056,24.0792,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150203', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=9.6012,24.0792,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150303', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=12.4968,24.0792,8.2296/ 
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&DEVC ID='SPRK150403', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=15.3924,24.0792,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1507', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=6.7056,21.1836,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150204', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=9.6012,21.1836,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150304', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=12.4968,21.1836,8.2296/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150404', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=15.3924,21.1836,8.2296/ 
 
&MATL ID='Glass', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.83736, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=1.05, 
      DENSITY=2500.0, 
      ABSORPTION_COEFFICIENT=0.1, 
      EMISSIVITY=0.93/ 
&MATL ID='STEEL', 
      FYI='Drysdale, Intro to Fire Dynamics - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.46, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=45.8, 
      DENSITY=7850.0, 
      EMISSIVITY=0.95/ 
&MATL ID='GYPSUM', 
      FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.09, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=0.17, 
      DENSITY=930.0/ 
 
&SURF ID='Fire - Acetone', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1046.0, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=1.0, F=0.2/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=2.0, F=0.4/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=3.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=4.0, F=0.8/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=5.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=410.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=415.0, F=0.8/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=420.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=425.0, F=0.4/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=430.0, F=0.2/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=435.0, F=0.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=440.0, F=0.0/ 
&SURF ID='Glass', 
      FYI='Glass', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='Glass', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.00635/ 
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&SURF ID='Steel Roof', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='STEEL', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.0128016/ 
&SURF ID='Gyp Wall', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='GYPSUM', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.0316992/ 
 
&OBST XB=7.52453,7.62,19.0629,32.0097,8.17056,8.48217, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=10.5725,10.668,19.0629,32.0097,8.17056,8.48217, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=13.6205,13.716,19.0629,31.4002,8.17056,8.48217, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=7.62,8.8392,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=9.2964,10.5156,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=10.9728,12.192,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=5.68799,5.93799,19.2955,31.7955,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp 
Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,11.938,31.7955,32.0455,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp 
Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,16.688,19.0455,19.2955,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp 
Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=11.938,16.688,31.2955,31.2955,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=11.938,11.938,31.2955,31.7955,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,5.93799,19.2955,31.7955,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,11.938,31.7955,32.0455,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,18.438,19.0455,19.2955,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=11.938,16.938,31.2955,31.2955,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=11.938,11.938,31.2955,31.7955,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='Glass'/ 
Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,11.938,31.2955,32.0455,-0.25,0.0173294, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,11.938,31.2955,32.0455,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,11.938,31.2955,32.0455,8.57187,8.8392, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Steel Roof'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,16.688,19.0455,19.2955,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,16.938,25.0455,31.2955,8.57187,8.8392, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Steel Roof'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,18.188,25.0455,31.2955,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,18.438,25.0455,31.2955,-0.25,0.0173294, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,18.438,19.0455,25.0455,8.57187,8.8392, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Steel Roof'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.68799,30.188,19.2955,25.0455,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=5.68799,30.438,19.0455,25.0455,-0.25,0.0173294, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.688,16.938,28.0455,31.2955,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.688,27.938,19.0455,19.2955,0.0173294,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=18.188,18.438,25.0455,31.2955,0.0173294,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=18.188,18.438,19.2955,25.0455,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.188,13.7955,19.2955,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.188,25.0455,27.0455,4.02727,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.438,13.5455,19.0455,-0.25,0.0173294, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.438,25.0455,27.2955,-0.25,0.0173294, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.438,13.5455,13.7955,0.0173294,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,30.438,27.0455,27.2955,0.0173294,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.188,30.438,13.7955,27.0455,0.0173294,4.2946, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.688,18.188,31.2955,31.2955,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.938,18.188,25.0455,25.0455,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=18.438,27.938,25.0455,25.0455,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.938,16.938,25.0455,28.0455,4.2946,8.57187, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,27.938,13.7955,19.0455,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.938,27.938,25.0455,27.0455,0.0173294,4.02727, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='Gyp Wall'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=5.93799,11.938,31.2955,31.7955,4.02727,4.2946/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=5.93799,16.688,28.0455,31.2955,4.02727,4.2946/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=5.93799,16.938,25.0455,28.0455,4.02727,4.2946/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=5.93799,18.188,19.2955,25.0455,4.02727,4.2946/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.69573,30.438,13.5455,32.0097,8.8392,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.69573,5.69573,13.5455,32.0097,-0.25,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.69573,30.438,32.0097,32.0097,-0.25,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.69573,30.438,13.5455,13.5455,-0.25,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=30.438,30.438,13.5455,32.0455,-0.25,8.8392, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBX=10.8204/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=10.8204/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='carbon monoxide', PBX=10.8204/ 
 
 
&TAIL / 
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Scenario 3 – Cover Work Area 
 
BEPC_-_CWA_Car_Fire_2.fds 
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2012.1.1221 
Apr 14, 2013 3:21:01 PM 
 
&HEAD CHID='BEPC_-_CWA_Car_Fire_2'/ 
&TIME T_END=950.0/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='BEPC_-_CWA_Car_Fire_2.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/ 
&MISC CO_PRODUCTION=.TRUE./ 
 
&MESH ID='CWA Fire', IJK=232,50,25, XB=5.70195,63.702,0.0832056,12.5832,-0.25,6.0/ 
 
&PART ID='Water', 
      WATER=.TRUE., 
      AGE=60.0, 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=4.184, 
      MELTING_TEMPERATURE=0.0, 
      VAPORIZATION_TEMPERATURE=100.0, 
      HEAT_OF_VAPORIZATION=2259.0/ 
 
&PROP ID='Default_Water Spray', 
      QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', 
      ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=74.0, 
      PART_ID='Water', 
      FLOW_RATE=1.0, 
      DROPLET_VELOCITY=5.0/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK14', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=7.3152,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1402', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=7.3152,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1403', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=10.3632,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140202', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=10.3632,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1404', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=13.4112,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140203', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=13.4112,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1405', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=16.4592,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140204', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=16.4592,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1406', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=19.5072,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140205', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=19.5072,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1407', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=22.5552,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140206', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=22.5552,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1408', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=25.6032,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140207', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=25.6032,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1409', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=28.6512,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140208', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=28.6512,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1410', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=31.6992,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140209', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=31.6992,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1411', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=34.7472,7.62,3.6576/ 
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&DEVC ID='SPRK140210', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=34.7472,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1412', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=37.7952,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140211', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=37.7952,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1413', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=40.8432,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140212', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=40.8432,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1414', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=43.8912,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140213', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=43.8912,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1415', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=46.9392,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140214', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=46.9392,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1416', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=49.9872,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140215', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=49.9872,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1417', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=53.0352,7.62,3.6576/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK140216', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=53.0352,11.2776,3.6576/ 
&MATL ID='Glass', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.83736, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=1.05, 
      DENSITY=2500.0, 
      ABSORPTION_COEFFICIENT=0.1, 
      EMISSIVITY=0.93/ 
&MATL ID='STEEL', 
      FYI='Drysdale, Intro to Fire Dynamics - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.46, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=45.8, 
      DENSITY=7850.0, 
      EMISSIVITY=0.95/ 
 
&SURF ID='Fire - Sofa', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1639.0, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=10.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=20.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=30.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=40.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=50.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=70.0, F=0.0166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=80.0, F=0.02/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=90.0, F=0.0233333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.0333333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=110.0, F=0.1/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=120.0, F=0.166667/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=130.0, F=0.233333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=140.0, F=0.3/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=150.0, F=0.366667/ 
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&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=160.0, F=0.433333/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Sofa_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=0.433333/ 
&SURF ID='Fire - Acetone', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1046.0, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=1.0, F=0.2/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=2.0, F=0.4/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=3.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=4.0, F=0.8/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=5.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=410.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=415.0, F=0.8/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=420.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=425.0, F=0.4/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=430.0, F=0.2/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=435.0, F=0.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Acetone_RAMP_Q', T=440.0, F=0.0/ 
&SURF ID='Glass', 
      FYI='Glass', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='Glass', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.00635/ 
&SURF ID='Steel Roof', 
      RGB=146,202,166, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='STEEL', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.0128016/ 
&SURF ID='Fire - Car', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=602.4, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.025/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=50.0, F=0.05/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.075/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=150.0, F=0.075/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=200.0, F=0.075/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=250.0, F=0.125/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=0.175/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=350.0, F=0.25/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=400.0, F=0.275/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=450.0, F=0.5/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=500.0, F=0.75/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=600.0, F=0.775/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=700.0, F=0.975/ 
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&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=750.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=800.0, F=1.0125/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=850.0, F=1.025/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=900.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - Car_RAMP_Q', T=950.0, F=1.0/ 
 
&OBST XB=12.128,12.2804,12.7703,19.0629,0.0,4.02336, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=18.2237,18.3761,12.7665,19.0653,0.0,4.02336, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=12.032,12.1844,31.4674,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=15.08,15.2324,31.4674,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=18.128,18.2804,25.2984,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=21.176,21.3284,25.2984,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2][1] 
&OBST XB=24.224,24.3764,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1] 
&OBST XB=27.272,27.4244,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][1] 
&OBST XB=30.32,30.4724,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][2] 
&OBST XB=33.368,33.5204,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][3] 
&OBST XB=36.416,36.5684,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4] 
&OBST XB=39.464,39.6164,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][5] 
&OBST XB=42.512,42.6644,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][6] 
&OBST XB=45.56,45.7124,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][7] 
&OBST XB=48.608,48.7604,32.0954,36.2174,8.27453,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][8] 
&OBST XB=22.032,22.5575,27.9883,31.4674,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_IDS='Fire - Sofa','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=22.5575,22.7444,27.9883,31.4674,4.2672,5.28997, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.9614,17.603,28.6492,31.4127,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=16.9614,17.1684,28.6492,31.4127,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=16.9631,17.6045,25.3022,27.0933,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.6053,18.2622,25.3022,25.9368,4.2672,4.7244, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=16.9631,17.0994,25.3022,27.0933,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=17.0994,18.2622,25.3022,25.4508,4.7244,5.27523, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=7.9248,9.144,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=9.2964,10.5156,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=10.668,11.8872,27.432,28.6512,0.0,1.524, SURF_IDS='Fire - Acetone','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=8.66074,8.73578,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=11.7087,11.7838,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1] 
&OBST XB=14.7567,14.8318,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[2] 
&OBST XB=17.8047,17.8798,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[3] 
&OBST XB=20.8527,20.9278,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[4] 
&OBST XB=23.9007,23.9758,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[5] 
&OBST XB=26.9487,27.0238,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[6] 
&OBST XB=29.9967,30.0718,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[7] 
&OBST XB=33.0447,33.1198,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[8] 
&OBST XB=36.0927,36.1678,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[9] 
&OBST XB=39.1407,39.2158,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[10] 
&OBST XB=42.1887,42.2638,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[11] 
&OBST XB=45.2367,45.3118,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[12] 
&OBST XB=48.2847,48.3598,6.50079,12.5832,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[13] 
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&OBST XB=51.3327,51.4078,6.50079,35.2955,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[14] 
&OBST XB=21.8344,25.833,7.9248,9.61604,0.0,1.45946, SURF_IDS='Fire - Car','INERT','INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.70195,63.702,6.33321,12.5832,-0.25,2.77556E-17, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=29.952,63.702,0.0832056,6.33321,-0.25,2.77556E-17, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.70195,5.95195,6.58321,12.5832,3.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.70195,55.202,6.33321,6.58321,3.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=5.95195,54.952,6.58321,12.5832,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=54.952,55.202,6.58321,12.5832,3.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.70195,5.70195,0.0832056,12.5832,-0.25,6.0/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.70195,63.702,0.0832056,12.5832,6.0,6.0/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=5.70195,63.702,0.0832056,0.0832056,-0.25,6.0/ Vent 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=8.72682/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=8.72682/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='carbon monoxide', PBY=8.72682/ 
 
 
&TAIL / 
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Scenario 4 – Assembly Use Room 104 
 
BEPC_Scenario_4_-_Room_104.fds 
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2012.1.1221 
May 10, 2013 4:20:46 PM 
 
&HEAD CHID='BEPC_Scenario_4_-_Room_104'/ 
&TIME T_END=400.0/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='BEPC_Scenario_4_-_Room_104.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/ 
&MISC CO_PRODUCTION=.TRUE./ 
 
&MESH ID='Room 104 Fire', IJK=112,33,18, XB=27.2579,55.2579,35.311,43.561,-0.25,4.25/ 
 
&PART ID='Water', 
      WATER=.TRUE., 
      AGE=60.0, 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=4.184, 
      MELTING_TEMPERATURE=0.0, 
      VAPORIZATION_TEMPERATURE=100.0, 
      HEAT_OF_VAPORIZATION=2259.0/ 
 
&PROP ID='Cleary Ionization I1', 
      QUANTITY='CHAMBER OBSCURATION', 
      ALPHA_E=2.5, 
      BETA_E=-0.7, 
      ALPHA_C=0.8, 
      BETA_C=-0.9/ 
&PROP ID='Default_Water Spray', 
      QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', 
      ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=74.0, 
      PART_ID='Water', 
      FLOW_RATE=1.0, 
      DROPLET_VELOCITY=5.0/ 
&DEVC ID='SD03', PROP_ID='Cleary Ionization I1', XYZ=33.0,40.0,3.9/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=33.0098,37.5514,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1502', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=31.7906,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK1503', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=35.1434,37.5514,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150202', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=35.1434,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15020202', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=38.1914,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150302', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=38.1914,37.5514,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15020203', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=41.2394,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150303', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=41.2394,37.5514,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15020204', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=44.2874,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150304', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=44.2874,37.5514,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15020205', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=47.3354,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150305', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=47.3354,37.5514,3.90144/ 
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&DEVC ID='SPRK15020206', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=50.3834,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK15020207', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=53.4314,41.209,3.90144/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK150203', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=28.7426,41.209,3.90144/ 
 
&SURF ID='Fire - TrashCan', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1674.0, 
      RAMP_Q='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=20.0, F=0.214286/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=40.0, F=0.428571/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=80.0, F=0.714286/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.857143/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=120.0, F=0.928571/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=140.0, F=1.0/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=160.0, F=0.971429/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=180.0, F=0.942857/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=200.0, F=0.857143/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=220.0, F=0.714286/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=240.0, F=0.6/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=260.0, F=0.514286/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=280.0, F=0.428571/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=0.371429/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=320.0, F=0.357143/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=340.0, F=0.314286/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=360.0, F=0.285714/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=380.0, F=0.271429/ 
&RAMP ID='Fire - TrashCan_RAMP_Q', T=400.0, F=0.257143/ 
 
&OBST XB=32.3088,32.766,36.7284,37.1856,0.0,0.9144, SURF_IDS='Fire - TrashCan','INERT','INERT'/ TrashCanFire 
&OBST XB=30.2708,30.4464,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4] 
&OBST XB=33.3188,33.4944,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][1] 
&OBST XB=36.3668,36.5424,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][2] 
&OBST XB=39.4148,39.5904,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][3] 
&OBST XB=42.4628,42.6384,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][4] 
&OBST XB=45.5108,45.6864,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][5] 
&OBST XB=48.5892,48.7649,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][6] 
&OBST XB=51.6068,51.7824,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][7] 
&OBST XB=54.6548,54.8304,36.1513,43.561,3.75453,4.01608, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction[1][1][4][8] 
&OBST XB=27.2579,55.2579,36.061,43.561,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.5079,34.7579,35.561,36.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.7579,55.2579,35.561,36.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,55.2579,43.311,43.561,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=55.0079,55.2579,35.561,43.311,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=48.7579,55.0079,35.561,35.561,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=27.2579,27.5079,39.311,43.561,-0.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,30.5079,35.811,36.061,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,32.0079,37.561,39.061,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,32.0079,37.561,39.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,32.2579,39.061,39.311,-0.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,48.5079,36.061,37.561,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.2579,48.5079,36.061,37.561,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.5079,55.2579,39.311,43.561,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=27.5079,55.2579,39.311,43.561,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.2579,30.5079,35.561,35.811,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.5079,34.7579,35.561,36.061,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.5079,34.7579,35.561,36.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.0079,32.2579,37.561,39.061,-0.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.2579,48.5079,37.561,39.061,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.2579,48.5079,37.561,39.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.2579,55.2579,39.061,39.311,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.2579,55.2579,39.061,39.311,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.7579,48.5079,35.561,36.061,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.7579,48.5079,35.561,36.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=48.5079,48.7579,35.561,39.061,-0.25,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=48.7579,55.2579,35.561,39.061,-0.25,5.55112E-17, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=48.7579,55.2579,35.561,39.061,4.0,4.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=30.5079,34.7579,35.561,35.561,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=34.7579,46.7579,36.061,36.061,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.7579,48.5079,35.561,35.561,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=48.7579,55.2579,39.061,39.061,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=32.2579,32.2579,35.561,37.561,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=34.7579,34.7579,35.561,36.061,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=46.7579,46.7579,35.561,36.061,5.55112E-17,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=39.3192/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=39.3192/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='carbon monoxide', PBY=39.3192/ 
 
 
&TAIL / 
